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Beirendo Water Users Association Today Filed Incorporation Papers.

Two Men Arrested, One of Them No Public Demonstration As He Threatens to Continue the
a Paroled Reform School
Metropolis of
ter Outside If Lawyer of Ship- Prisoner.
Nebraska.
pers Was Not Satisfied.

Governor Mills returned after midnight from his trip to Fort Sumner,
Guadalupe county. He was much im
pressed with the possibilities ot Fort
Sumner and predicted that it would
make another like Roswell and cthe
country round about like the garden
spot of the lower Pecos valley. He is
pleased with the political outlook. The
governor will go to Las Vegas to cast
his vote on Tuesday.
Appointments by Governor.
Governor Mills today reappointed
the following members of the territorial boards: William E. Gortner, of Las
Vegas, the territorial asylum for the
insane; R. W. Hopkins, of Albuquerque, for the University of New Mexico; A. H. Hilton of San Antonio, for
the School , of Mines at Socorro;
Hiram Hadley, of Las Cruces, for the
College of Agricultural and Mechanic
Arts.
Assessment Rolls.
Traveling Auditor Charles V.
today received the assessment
rolls of Guadalupe county for 1910.
The total assessment is $1,772,960, the
exemptions amount to $109,412 and
the taxable assessment to $1,603,547,
a loss of over half a million dollars
caused by the drouth and homesteaders moving out of the county.
Notaries Public Appointed.
Governor Mills today appointed the
following notaries public: Chester A.
Hunker, of Las Vegas; William S.
of Cimarron; Nathaniel T., Rag-lanof agland, Quay county, and

Colorado Springs, Sept. 2. An
attempt was made late last
night by three men to hold up the
"bob" Colorado Midland
passenger
train, No. 3, west bound, three miles
west of the divide. One of the bandits was killed by a rock hurled by
Engineer Frank Stewart who was himself shot in the groin and badly
wounded. Two other men were seen
running from the scene. Two suspects are under arrest, one of whom
is said to have admitted having been
a paroled prisoner
of the reform
school. The hold up occurred as the
train was taking a siding. The first
intimation came when Engineer Stewart and Fireman Paul Bochman were
ordered to stop the train and alight
from the cab. Both did so, but Bochman attempted to escape by dodging
under a baggage car. As he did .so,
one of the bandits shot at him, and
was immediately
struck down by
Stewart, who hit the bandit on the
head with a rock. As the bandit fell
he shot Stewart and a moment later
died his skull having been crushed
by the rock. The dead man apparently is a Swede. He was shabbily
dressed and masked when he climbed
into" the engine cab.

Mat-Entere-

Saf-for- d

Kil-patri- c,

M. E. Hickey, of Albuquerque.

Incorporation,

Incorporation papers were filed today by the Berrendo Water Users Association of Roswell. The capitalization is $75,000 divided into 15,000
shares. The' incorporators and directors are: J. M. O'Brien, Dan McHat-ton- ,
M. Flewitt, H. M. Dow, of Roswell, each 10 shares; W. C. Reid, of
Roswell, trustee, 14,960 shares.
Incorporation papers were filed today in the office of Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa by the Occidental Fire Insurance Company of Albuquerque. The capitalization is $200,-00fully paid up and divided into
200,000 shares. The incorporators and
directors are J. H. O'Rlelly, George
Roslington M. W. Flournoy, Solomon
Luna and A. B. McMillen.
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Exciting Contests Are Expected Order in Full
the
Among Aeronauts During
Judges to Their Present
Next Nine Days.
Districts.
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i mcngo, ill., Sept. 2. The tense
Boston,
Sept. 2. The Harvard
today without .any special demonstra- - str.iin of the railway rate hearing now aviation field at Atlanta, where the
tion by the people of the town, Colonel 'eing held in this city developed to nine days' aeroplane contests of the
ln tne midst of wh!ch Attorney E. first Harvard-Bostoaero meet start
Roosevelt was escorted quietly to the
li. Peirce of the Rock
Island road. tomorrow, was the scene of activity
Omaha Club for breakfast. Among
called Attorney F. B. James, repre- this morning.
Graham White and A
those who breakfasted with the Col- senting the Cincinnati
shippers, a liar. V. Roe of England, Wright Brothers,
onel were Senators Burkett and Mr. Peirce added if Mr. James was Glenn Curtiss, Clifford B. Harmon,
Brown of Nebraska, Dolliver of Iowa. not satisfied the matter could be con- Augustus Post and other aviators, are
While Comptroller represented and much Interest is
The colonel was asleep, when his tinued "outside."
manifested in the showing of the
train reached St. Joseph at 12:40 this Nay, of the Rock Island road, was on Wright and the Curtiss
machines.
It
the witness stand, Attorney James demorning and continued calls for a clared that in one of the tables intro is uenevea mat me wngnts nave a
speech from the large crowd at the duced
Mr. Nay yesterday certain surprise in store for the aviators'
station brought no response and as if figures by
on freight operating expenses world in a new model biplane which
in retaliation that crowd began cheer
had been left out. The witness said Brookings will use. A secret flight
ing for President Taft.
that the omission undoubtedly was ac- has been made and it is claimed that
Spent Day at Omaha.
cidental. Mr. James expressed a con Wilbur Wrigfht was so elated at the
Omaha, Sept. 2. After Ureaktast,
performance that he may be seen in
Governor Shallenberger and Mayor trary opinion. He said he suspected the contests,
himself
contending
an
ulterior motive. "If that's yourl
Dahlman of Omaha, called on Colonel
Mr. against Curtis.
shouted
a
opinion
your'e
liar,"
Roosevelt. The latter will deliver his
Peirce jumping to his feet. Hisses
speech in the auditorium this after
WATER AND OXYGEN
noon. This evening he will be enter- came from the shippers and hand- DISCOVERED ON MARS.
me rauroaa contingent,
tained by the Aksarben club. He will uldmng
Flagstaff, Ariz., Sept. 2. More wa-- 1
tne
but
stom
itself,
spent
finally
spend the niglht in this city, leaving
ter vapor in the atmosphere of Mars
for Siuox Falls in the morning.
has been discovered by the astronoMANY BECAME BROKE
Omaha Warned to Go Lightly.
mers of Lowell observatory.
A specSEEING SIGHTS OF EUROPE. trogram by Observer Slipper has been
Omaha, Sept. 2. There were no set
Colat
breakfast
the
speeches
given
measured and yields more striking
onel Roosevelt at the Omaha club but Well" Known Jurist
and a Bank D- proofs of the present of both water
Senator Dolliver of Iowa, a strong
vapor and oxygen in the atmosphere
irector With Their Families Come
friend of Mr. Roosevelt, created much!
of Mars than any previous plates.
Home in the Steerage.
amusement by graphically reciting a'
story showing the manner in which
New York, Sept. 2. Several weal- the former President had been receiv
ed in the west The failure of Omaha thy Araericans traveled across the At- to give the colonel a noisy reception lantic in the steerage of the Lusitana
arnvea louay, so anxious were
Is pnemmrwl for hv a teWram Eent
the reception committee by a member tllf'' to get home- with more ,han 90()
VE
in the cabins, and every
of the Roosevelt
party requesting Passengers
at
st
in
the
of
taken,
steerage
them: "To go lightly" in welcoming
him. For this reason the program the Lustana was a we'l known jurist
ml? of six a,so a director When It Comes to Providing
(has been revised so that the visitor and nis
will have plenty of opportunity to get ot a icral trust company who came
in the steerage because the cabins
for His Forest Fire
rest
.
.jwere filled, according to immigration Fighters
tflleials. The rush of homeward travNOTED WEATHER EXPERT
el is not the only reason for the use
IS COMING HERE. of the
steerage as hundreds of AmeriRESCUE
cans last month seeing the sights of BED CROSS TO
Prof. H. H. Kimball of Washington, Europe has sent many of them all
to Make Solar Radiation Investi- -'
but broke to the ticket offices of the
Will Pay the Hospital Expenses
gation in Santa Fe.
steamship companies.
i.-.-

j

m
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The territorial supreme court late
yesterday afternoon adjourned to January 2, 1911, after having been
in

session almost two months,
cleaning
up a long docket and handing down
fifty opinions, some of them of vital
importance to the entire commonwealth. One consequence of this energetic work is that only about a dozen cases remain to be
finally disposed
of and that when New Mexico comes
In as a state, the territorial
supreme
court will have completed its work,
giving the state supreme court and
the federal court a clean slate.
In case Xo. 1253, William D.
appellee, vs. Jose E. Chaves, executor, appellant, appeal from Valencia county, a motion for
rehearing
was denied.
In case No. 21S, the Bank of Commerce, appellee, vs. Jaspar N. Broy-leet al., appellants, from Socorro
county, the motion for rehearing was
set for oral argument on the first
of the next term, January 2, 1911. day
The following is the assignment of
judges as handed down:
We, the undersigned, chief iustice
and associate Justices of the
supreme
court of the territory of New Mexico, assembled at the supreme court
room, in the Territorial Capitol, in the
FIFTY-THOUSANcity, of Santa Re, in said Territory of
D
New Mexico;
Do hereby order, that the chief
jus
tice and associate justices are
hereby
WORK
to
assigned
the judicial districts as
judges thereof, as' follows:
To the First judicial district. Mr.
Associate Justice John R. McFie, with
Lock Out Notices Have Been
neaaquarters at Santa Fe.
Posted in British Ship
To the Second judicial district, Mr.
Associate Justice Ira A. Abbott, with
Yards
headquarters
att Albuquerguft.
To the Third judicial district, Mr.
Associate Justice Frank W. Parker,
AGREEMENT HAS BEEN BROKEN
with headquarters at Las Cruces.
To the Fifth judicial district, Mr.
Chief Justice William H. Pope, with
Serious Labor Trouble Is Brew
headquarters at Roswell.
ing at New Castle on
To the Sixth judicial district, Mr.
Men
Who
of
Were
the Tyne.
Associate
Justice Edward R. W'right,
NEVADA
AT LAST OUTLAWS
Professor H. H. Kimball of the
Injured.
with headquarters at Alamogordo.
PUBLIC
GAMBLING.
Mt.
staff
at
weather
bureau
Weather
To the Seventh judicial district, Mr.
notices
London, Sept. 2. Lockout
near Washington, D. C, is expected;
2.
Associate Justice Merritt C. Mechem,
conAfter
a
were posted at all the federated yards
Washington,
Sept.
2.
Reno,
the
Nev.,
Sept.
By
going
The professor is'
here Wednesday.
with
today, advising members of the Boiler- making an extensive trip through the into effect of the law prohibiting ference with forestry officials today, To headquarters at Socorro.
the Fouth judicial district, the
mareks' Society that their services southwest on solar radiation invest! public gambling in the state of the officers of the American National
associate justice provided
remaining
drlvNevada
the
been
have
gamblers
Red Cross announced that the associwill be dispensed with after today. gations and after spending a short en
frm thelr last trench, as Nevada ation would pay the hospital expenses for by law, with headquarters at Las
time in this city he will likely visit
'Vegas.
Fifty thousand men are directly af Flagstaff and Proenix.
the last state in which public
j was
It is ordered by the court, that this
fected. The trouble is due to the
Professor Kimball has done excel- - gambling was tolerated. Anticipating of the government employes injured
shall be in force and take
assignment
forest
fires
u in fighting the
of
the
the
their
season
of
in
lent
work
the
the
closing
strike yesterday of the riveters at the
weather
assisting
in its laudable enterprise of biers from this part of the country northwest. Had it not been for this effect from and after the date herein
Walker ship yards at New Castle on
and shall remain in full force and af-collecting data on which to make made the best of their opportunity the employes would not only have
the Tyne, which the owners claim was forecasts
:fect until otherwise provided by the
of interest to the public at and the owners of local gambling lost their
wages during tlhe time of chief justice and associate justices of
a breach of an agreement. They de large and especially to the man or dens did a tremendous business dur-- their
confinement in the hospitals, but this court.
woman
who
in
out
or
doubt
is
whether
will not be
clare that those locked
ing the past few days
would have been required to pay their
It Is further ordered, that the clerk
own hospital expenses, as no governallowed to return until the Boiler- not to be burdened with an umbrella
of the supreme court of the Territory
or parasol when starting on a trip. TOWN IN NORTHWEST SHOWS
ment funds are available for the purmakers' Society guarantees the fulof New Mexico, enter the foregoing orFor some years Professor Kimball
GREAT GAIN IN POPULATION pose.
der on the records of this court and
fillment of the terms of the national has made a specialty of solar reUnder
Forest
Control.
Fires
that he transmit a certified codv
of search work and he is one of the best
agreement for the prevention
Washington, Sept. 2. The popula
The
IT"
Z
last
Missoula, Mont., Sept.
strikes and lockouts.
posted men in the country on Sol's tion of North Yakima, Wash., is 14, twenty-fou- r
" "T
hours have brought a de- to
eccentricities.
the attorney general
to,
182, as compared with 3,154 in 1900. cided
change for the better in the for - i
tne n,trl States, to each of the
'
COLORADO TOWN DISSATISFIED
Mon
of
and
Idaho
situation
estry
. . - !cIerks of the various judicial districts
u
WITH. CENSUS RETURNS.
of the
of New Mexico, to the
a hundred United Territory
AFRAID OF THE
calling and discharging
AMERICAN PLAN
States district 'attorney for
;
fire fighters. The rains have extin New Mexico
Brush, Colo., Sept. 2. A wail long
and to the. United States
and loud, emanated from the people
gulshed practically all the fires.
marshal for New Mexico.
of Brush today when the 1910 United
Witness our hands this 30th day of
DOWN TRIO OF FINE SPEAKERS
States census figures were announced.
A. D. 1910.
August,
AROUSE GREAT THRONGS.
According to these figures, Brush has
WILLIAM H. POPE,
a population of 991, which is nearly
Chief Justice.
100 per cent under "what everybody The
Immigration Authorities Nations Not Yet Ready for Hon. E. A. Miera, Judge Fall and
JOHN R. McFIE,
aaO. been figuring on.
The residents
Are Spellbinders
George
Curry
Associate Justice.
Are Closely Watching
of two additions to Brush, numbering
International Arbitra-- .
Winning Votes.
FRANK W. PARKER, .
at least 400, were not credited to this
tion Court
Every Boat
Associate Justice.
town by Superintendent McGaffey, beSpecial to the New Mexican.
IRA A. ABBOTT,
cause the additions had not been inFolsom, N. M., Sept. 2. Enthusiasm
Associate Justice.
corporated as a part of Brush.
ARE ALIVE TO THE
TREATY FIRST TO BE SIGNED was manifest here at a big meeting
MERRITT C. MECHEM,
Editor D. P. Saunders of the Reheld last nighty and addressed by a
Associate Justice.
publican is positive the census of
trio of orators, Hon. E. A. Miera of
EDWARD E. WRIGHT,
Brush was "jobbed." "McGaffey promSandoval
A. B.
Cuba,
county,
Judge
Lusitania
and
Italian
Steame But Homage Is Rendered to Fall of Three
ised to have a recount made," said
Associate Justice.
Rivers, and former GovHeld at Quarantine at
Rules Amended.
Saunders, "but it was not done. You
Uncle Sam's Peace
ernor George Curry of Tularosa. Mr.
can state it bluntly that we are deepThe following amendment to the
New York.
Miera who was formerly speaker of
Sentiments.
ly disappointed in the returns as anthe House of Representatives, is an rules of the supreme court was ordernounced. Wlhy, at the last town eleceloquent debater and he made a most ed:
New York, Sept. 2. That the Uni
tion we polled 605 votes and many
Brussels, Sept. 2. The Interparlia- favorable
In the supreme court of the Terri
impression.
Judge Fall
ted States government is alive to the mentary Union for the promotion of who is as fine
people did not vote.
a speaker as he is a tory of New Mexico, January term, A.
Census Figures for Colorado Towns. danger of this country becoming in- international arbitration, whose con- lawyer, also aroused the audience to D., 1910.
1900. 1910. fected with cholera from
ference closed yesterday, avoided di- a high pitch of enthusiasm and former
It is ordered by the court, that Rule
Europe, was
Fort Lupton
214
1,300 shown today when the big liner Lusi- rect action on Secretary Knox's propo- Governor Curry's address
likewise VI of the printed rules of this court
Windsor
305
1,683 tania from Liverpool and the steam- sition to confer the powers of a court made a great hit.
be amended by adding there to the
Fort Morgan
634
2,800 er Sangiovanni from Naples and Pa- of arbitration justice on the InternaThe orators will eo to IDea Moines following:
Loveland ...
3,544 lermo.
..1,091
Both were held up at quar- tional prize court because the conven- today and conduct a meeting tonight.
Upon the filing of the praecipe for
271
Wray ... ...
1,003 ( antine. A case of serious illness was tion creating the latter in October, From there they go to Clayton
and a writ of error, on writ of error, or the
. 998
In- will wind up the
3,043 reported on the Lusitania and a death 1907, has not yet been ratified.
Sterling ... ...
campaign Sunday at transcript of record, on appeal, a writ- 3.023
Greeley ...
8,131 on the Sangiovanni.
ten appearance of the counsel for the
Both steamers stead, the conference unanimously Santa Rosa.
Foit Collins ...
3,053
8,212 were given a thorough bacteriological
adopted a resolution which while "renparty docketing the case, shall be filed
371
955 examination,
Julesburg ... ...
to the sentiments
Suicide at Leopold Tircic Aguer-r- a with the clerk of this court, and upon
but no infection was dering homage
Berthoud
305
732 found.
committed suicide at the minin?,, notice to the defendant in error or ap- Health Officer Doty declared which inspired the American proposiBrush ... ...
381
991 today that activities will not be con- tion " simply urged the powers to rat- camp of Leopold, in Grant
county. He pellee, the counsel for said defendant
... 366
Brighton
730 fined to steamers from
ports adjacent ify promptly the treaty, "Independent was an uncle of Mrs. Miguel Narvis, in error or appellee shall likewise file
Littleton .. ,,.
738
1.473 to the Infected centers, but all
of a written appearance with the clerk
pass- ly of any question concerning the or of Las Cruces, and a relative
Boulder ...
9.779 enger steamers from
,,..6,150
will be ganization of a permanent court of ar County Commissioner Samuel Geek, J
Europe
.
'
Golden ... ... ... ....2,152
2,475 closely watched.
bitral Justice."
of Dona Ana county.
(Continued on Page Five.)
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Lincoln Land District.

The land office has received notice
from the commissioner of the general
land office directing that the boundaries of the Lincoln land district in
this territory be reestablished as fol-- i
on Face Elgkt--

NEW

gam-burea-

Rupert F. Asplund, of the office of
the territorial superintendent of public instruction, has prepared a statehood issue of the New Mexico Journal
of Education, which analyzes the enabling act, dercribes constitution making and metho" of admitting a state
It also publishes a symposium by superintendents of education of progressive states, on what they think the
educational clauses in the constitution
should be.

(Continued

MADE

'

Governor Mills today issued a requisition on the Governor of Illinois for
Savo Miconovich, arrested in Chicago,
and accused of killing a Montenegran
countryman in a saloon at Raton. Sheriff Abe Hixenbaugh, of Colfax county,
will bring the accused man back with
him to New Mexico.
Occidental Insurance Company.
Superintendent of Insurance Jacobo
Chaves today approved the application of the Occidental Insurance Company of Albuquerque to open books
and also approving its name. Its Incorporation papers, were in consequnece,
filed today in the office of Territorial
Secretary Nathan Jaffa.
Stocking Steams With Fish.
Game Warden Thomas P. Gable and
.
A. L. Wilson, manager of the Lost
Lake Fish Hatchery at Creede, Colo.,
returned last night to Santa Fe after
placing 200,000 trout fry In the upper
Pecos and 153,000 in the Gallinas. The
fry were in good condition and Game
Warden Gable is much pleased in consequence. The Lost Lake Fish Hatchery is a private concern and not a government establishment.
Statehood

FLIgTtS

-

Amendment.

Corporation

of
The
Company
Magdalena, Socorro county, today
filed witlh Territorial Secretary N.v
than Jaffa an amendment to its char
ter, increasing its capitalization from
$50,000 to $100,000.
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SKIN AFFECTIONS

I I lilt

Old Wheat

Imperial
Jersev Cream

Four

Pansy
Bobolink
Also
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WHETHER ON INFANT OR GROWN
UAILi KUUNU UP.
PERSON CURED BY ZEMO
AND ZEMO SOAP.
An Unusual Offer.
A SONG WITHOUT MUSIC.
The Capital Pharmacy drug store
Vote, man, vote!
If you think the gang embezzles peo- says to every person, be it man, woman or child, who has an irritated,
ple's power
Do not stay at home and grumble by tender or itching skin to come to our
store and and procure a bottle of
the hour,
Nor, in feeble spite, turn on your ZEMO and a cake of ZEMO soap and
if you are not entirely satisfied with
neighbors sour
Go and vote, man, vote!
results, come back and get your
money. So confident are we of the
Vote, man, vote!
efficacy of this clean, simple treatWhen you catch "the ring" in any ment, that we make you this unusual
fraud or trick,
offer.
If you do not vote you have no right
ZEMO is a clean liquid for external
to kick;
use that has cured so many cases of
You can break it up;
then go and eczema, pimples, dandruff and olher
knock it quick.
forms of skin eruption.
ZEMO and
With a vote, man, vote!
ZEMO soap are the most economical
as well as the cleanest and most efVote, man, vote!
fective treatment for affections of the
Where there is a wrong there's sure skin or
scalp, whether on infant or
to be a right;
When you do not vole 'tis but your- grown person.
self you spite,
Do not be a sneak and keep out of
the
MINOR CITY TOPICS
and vote, man, vote!

ARIETY FRESH YEAST

WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
WITH
ALL
CASH PURCHASES

inter Grocery Co.
tanta

Southeast Corner Plaza,

Fa.

Talephoni

No. 40

Vole, man, vote!
Do not call yourself a live American,
Nor pretend to love your country or
your clan;
Never claim to be a "decent sort of

tionary temperature.

man"
Till you vote, man, vote!

i

C4L.L A!80 SEE FOR YOURSELF

Denver,
Colo., Sept. 2.
The forecast is generally fair
tonight and Saturday with sta- -

Diamonds. VV atones, Clocks
Jewelry, Silver ware. Decorate!
(.Mua
Novelties,
Leather and eather Ebony
t

Goods.

Incorporated 1903 c

SELIGMANBROSCO.
WE STILL HAVE LEFT
A great Jmany Bargains
in Summer Goods of
every description.

THESE
MUST

-

Don't Delay

BE SOLD

X
3k

il

X

II

The Garden of Love Get acquaint-the boys and girls in the
"Garden of Love" at Elks'
theater
next Monday night
I
Riiuc
ftt Vipnlns Vanni Tins rlir- chased from Thomas A. Hayden and
his wife I. D. Hayden, a lot of the
The consideraJion
Duiamo addition.

Buy Now While we have

assortment.

a good

1

ed with

Vole, man, vote!
'Tis the noblest thing that any man
can do
For himself and home and all that's
good and true,
If you are a man a man all through
and through
You will vole, man, vote!

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

Established 1856.

rnR

IP

H O N E

36

line

THE LEADING
HOUSE

rciiTimv

II

P. O. BOX

DRY GOODS

IN THE

CITY.

is $1.

219

jj

Pecos Road Washed Out Heavy-rainand a landslide have blockaded
Vote, man, vote!
It's a sacred trust that you must nev- (he road along the Pecos above Macho, about 20 miles east of Santa Fe.
er break;
For your country's good, and Tor your A force of men is at work however,
clearing the road.
honor's sake,
a
was
Double Rainbow There
Never sell yourself, nor any bargain
double rainbow in the eastern heavmake,
ens yesterday and attracted much at
when you vote, man, vole!
in tne Saturday tention from those who look someWayne Whipple,
what heavenward when they walk,
Evening Post.
The higher rainbow was a beautiful
arch extending across the sky, but
Marriage L cense Issued A mar- the lower one was
only a fragment,
riage license has been taken out at Al- though equally glorious in color.
buquerque by Samuel G. Garcia and
From 51 to 73 That was the temJosefita Lopez.
perature yesterday in Santa Fe and
Married at Punta Miss Rernardita it was agreeable. The average Tela-- ,
Campos and Maximillano Chaves were tive humidity for the day was 64 per
married at Punta, Torrance county, by cent, and that was far from oppres-- j
Rev. Father Gauthier.
sive. There were showers and thunWedding at Las Vegas Last even- derstorms in the vicinity and the skies
ing at Las Vegas, at the home of the here were partly cloudy in the afterbride's father, F. J. Gehring, Miss noon. A year ago today the maximum
Vera Gehring and Earl Norton were was SO and the minimum 54. It was
married by Rev. Norman Skinner of 'a clear, warm day.
Next Monday Night, for the benefit
the First Presbyterian church.
of the Cathedral, the big concert and
Three Girls Given Jail Sentences
show will be given at the Elks' the
At Albuquerque, Ventura Martinez was
ater. As the attractions will be of1
sentenced to 30 days, Francisca T. de trio Viitrlioct oTdcq dvai'vnna chrMil trn
Baca and Margarita Lucero to 10 days
To Study Weather at Rito Canon
In jail far assault, sentence being imWeather Observer Linney's assistant
posed by Justice of the Peace David and efficient weather observer Bert
Perea.
Sloan has gone with a party to the
District Court at Bernalillo Dis Rito de los Frijoles canon to study
There'll be no Guess Work When You Buy Your Hardware From Us.
trict court is in session at Bernalillo, archaeology and a few other things,
Know Which Brands Will Stand the Hard Wear. '
...We
Sandoval county. The case of Emilio including solar radiation, perhaps.
When You Need Anything In Hardware, From a Carpent Tack
Sandoval, Albino Gurule and Antonio Mr. Sloan is with a party composed
Up,
Come to Us. You'll Find it in Our Store.
Gonzales charged with the murder of of his sister Miss Stella Sloan, Miss
We Do Business on the
Juan Valdez more than two years ago Hancock, Mrs. Byrd, Mrs. Patter3on,
,
pi';Ti j
is on the docket.
(and several youngsters.
They trav-- ;
1
h carriage horse power and ex-- i
Committed Suicide "G. W.
E
hone
Hardware W?AJJ$AVI$
SDleni3id
a
as
have
outinS
"ect
came
tne;
here from Tennessee
ham, who
even
au
tnat
a
ls
weather
some time ago for his health and whoiwealner
COU1Q
uefcire.
Inr. nn
had KPfnrprl anw" a 1irw!uliI1
..wo
'r
J"
Jewel Song From Faust Come and
ranch on the Gila, ended his troubles
'
suicide.
His body hear Miss Hinojos sing the Jewel
by committing
was not found until about three days Song from Faust, at Elks' theater onj
AND
after he had committed the deed. At Monday evening.
in
Snow
Bernalillo
County "Snowj
this time a bunch of cowboys on a
RATON
round-uYANKEE
happened to be passing the fell at Chilili on Tuesday evening,"
place when their attention was at-- ! says the Estancia Daily Herald.
CERRILLOS
K id led on the Santa Fe
Pablo Ro-- !
tracted by a sign on the fence in front
in-- ;
of his cabin. The sign read: 'Any per- - sallis, 20 years old, was killed
Anthracite Coal all Sizes, SmithiBg Coal Steam Coal.
son passing, please call.' The boys stantly near Morley, Colorado, when
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
entered the cabin, where they found be jumped from a Santa Fe train and
MONTEZUMA AVENUE
Barham's body lying on the floor with struck his head on a parallel track,;
Near A. T.AS. F. Depot.
COAL YARD.
a ghastly wound in his head which fracturing his skull. Rosallis was one
85
Telephone
of
worka
several
of
field
beet
had been inflicted bv a shot from a
party
Telephone
rifle. After a searoh of the prem-- i ers being transported to Ottawa,
ises they found that before commit-- i Kas. His father lives in Trinidad,
ting the rash act he had written ajand apparently he had contracted for:
farewell letter to his son in Tennes- - j labor in the beet fields in order to
&et n's passage to this point.
see and also one to Frank Allison."
The
train did not stop and when he could
Silver City Independent.
As a Protection lor yourself demand an Abstract-- Do
see no other way of getting off he took
jon'know whether
you have an absolute title to. the property mliltb vou nowown?
a desperate chance of jumping while!
How's This?
train was in motion.
We offer One Hundred Dollars
Welcome Arch at Raton "E. S.
ward for any case of Catarrh that canTHE SANTA FE ABSTRACT1
not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure. Sperry, who has the supervision of the
P. J. CHENEY, & CO.. Toledo, O.
placing of the large 'Welcome' arch
Santa Pe, N, M
JjCatron Block
Tel Black 76
We, the undersigned, have known F. over the entrance to the scenic high- T Moulton avenue, completed
J. Cheney for the last 15 yeas" and be-- way
lieve him perfectly honorable in all nis work yesterday. The, arch will be
business transactions and financially a permanent affair, and will serve the
able to carry out any obligations made purpose of giving visitors an excel-- !
DIAMONDS
lent first impression of the city when
by his firm.
'
a
WALDING, KINN & MARVIN,
coming down from the scenic route,
MANUFACTURER BP
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Painters are at work today painting
M 1e
"
U's Catarrh Cure ls taken intern- - the supports and frame work white!
F,l,ed b 0"0- - 5
allv. ctin? diiwHv nnnn tha MnnA and the
letters. In hronze. Mr
. i.
c
- ..
r,
0at. Method,
Right Servlco
h.uuj mucous suirraces 01 tne system, oiieiry deserves mucn creuiti lor nis
'
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents Idea and for his untiring efforts to
have the arch built and placed." Ra-- !
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
R 345 San Francisco St.
SANTA FIT
ton Morning Reporter.
Take Hall's Family Pills tn
. W.
j
(Continued on Page Eight.)
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TAXIDERMIST TANNER & FURRIER
EVERY DESCRIPTION

OK WORK

IN OUR LINE DONE TO ORDER

lib

GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
Send for prices for tanning and lining'
ofurs and bides for rugs and robes

Highest prices paid lor raw fursot all kinds
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GENERAL
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International Stock Food
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"OUR GOODS ARE RIGHT"
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KEEP THE KIDNEYS WELL.
is Worth Saving, and Some
Santa Fe People Know How
to Save It

Health

I

OPINION OF SUPREME COURT

j
;

N ALBUQUERQUE MAYORALTY CASES

on socialist tickets were not counted
at all. The relator, Lester, alleging
that these nine ballots if counted
would "have been favorable to him to
an extent such as to insure his elec- -'
tion, prayed that the judges be required to extend upon their returns
the names of the persons for whom
these uncounted votes had been cast
giuce tbe ,aw as we haye seen re.
quires the judges not only to count

New Mexico Military Institute
.4

-'

r

2

r

J

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO,
"The West Point of the Southwest."
Army Officers Detailed by War Department
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

Many Santa Fe people take their
-"1
"A."
lives in their hands by neglecting the
Case Remanded-Elect- ion
and
Reversed!
Court
these
Lower
organs
know
when
they
kidneys
Through Academic course, preparing young
need helD. Sick kidneys are responsi
men for college or for business life. Great
Rnards Mav Be Reconvened and Mandamus
and
u: YUtco uui j u';v. Kit c Ul'ULi ukii
ble for a vast amount ol suffering
amount of open air work. Healthiest location
Will Lie.
turn the number of votes for each
m health, but there is no need to sur
of any Military School in the Union. Located
party, and since upim their own atfer nor to remain in danger when all
f - A on the beautiful Pecoaan Valley the ofgarden
that
In a municipal Sixth, he denied all of the other ma- tempted return it is evident
diseases and aches and pains due to
1. Where judges
3,700
e'evatloc
spot of the Wert t.t
while
the
have
counted, they
judges
weak kidneys can be quickly and per I election show in making their return terial allegations of said writ.
feet above sea level, uushlne everv day, but
to the extent of nine ballots, not
or Doans
have,
use
the
H.
G.
and
cured
case
No.
In
by
3940,
Ramsey
manently
Ittie rain or snow during session.
under Compiled Laws 1687, 16S9, that E. H.
the primary impression uptcmtipv Pills. Here is a Santa Fe
Dunbar, and Harry Kelly, one of declared,
have
on
Eleven Officersnd Instructors, all gradumind
be
of
ballots
the
would
that
number
average
a
certain
the clerks filed a verified answer to
citizen's recommendation.
ates from siardard eastern colleges. Ten
which they have failed to the writ
hey had to that extent omitted to percast
been
its
all
allegations.
115
St.,
admitting
Guadalupe
Hyman Lowitzki,
count for any candidate, niauuamus N. A. Stevens, the other judge, filed form their legal duty. This being
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heaisi. light
Santa Fe, N. M., says: "I can recom- and not quo warranto
is the proper an affidavit in (Support of the writ and i rue, and j'since the very essence of
ed and modern In all respects.
mend Doan's Kidney Pills, as they
to enforce compliance with afterwards filed a demurrer to the ap the writ of mandamus is to require
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
have been used by. myself and other remedy
the duty to count and make returns plication on the ground that the cour; tie performance of such a duty, ft
Hamlltoa, Vice Presldeot; J. Phelps White,
Q,
with
splendid o such ballots imposed by law.
members of the family
a matter of impreshad no jurisdiction and that the ap- vou'.d seem as
. Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
results. The value of Doan's Kidney
was
sion
a
this
ease
for
that
proper
2. After ballots have been tendered plication and alternative writ did noi
A Flolay
Pills for relieving pain in the back
and deposited in the state facts sufficient to state couse ol the allowance of such a writ and that
voter
the
by
has
difficulties
For particulars and Illustrated ratalogue
orthe
court
below
in
and the other kidney
acted
function
properly
overHis demurrer being
action.
ballot box the
been thoroughly proven to me."
to
election
de
the
of
address
judges
dering
to reject ballots given election judges ruled he did not further answer.
COL. JA8. W. WILLSON,
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
clare for whom these nine votes were!
C. L. Sec. 1665., 1668, becomes exJ. P. Hawley the remaining clerk cast
Co., Buffalo, by
cents. Foster-Milbur-n
Superintendent.
tneir
mereaiter
and
hausted
powei
practically in the
New York, sole agents for the United as to such ballots become purely niin fi,ed aQ an.iwer
Having thus stated the matter as
same form as appellant's answer in
one: of impression it remains to be deStates.
isterial,
tire other case adding on information
Eemember the name Doan's and
include and belief that the relator's name ap ft i mined whether or not upon a full
duties
ministerial
3.
Such
take no other.
consideration of the several objecthe obligation to count the ballots peared on no socialist ticket for maj- tions here
urged to the writ of manfor the candidates whose names ap- or but alleging that seven socialist
damus as the proper
for tue
Notice For Publication.
pear thereon and to make return ballots were cast and counted but not vindication of such an remedy
apparent right,
credited to any one for the office of
thereof to the city clerk.
Department of the Interior,
the proceedings beiow may still be
TJ. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
respondents
4. By making a partial return, which, mayor because all the
August 15, 1910. while disclosing the receiving of cer- agreed that the said ballots were II sustained. The objections presented
to the decision appealed
.Forest Reserve. 03857 Not Coal.. tain ballots, affirmatively shows that legal for the reason that the ticket Dy appelTant
rorce ana nave
Notice is hereby given that Emery these have not been counted for any had not been filed with the probate noiu are oi wuiiour.
e consideration which
C Arnold, of Pecos. N. M., who on candidate and by thereupon adjourn- clerk ten days before the election; heiben Siven
their importance demands. It is
TO
en
be- then denied generally every other a,.
August 26, 1904, made homestead
ing sine die election judges do not
case
In
an.
each
of the writ.
thejed at the outset that the mandamus
come functi officio but are still subtry (Serial 03857), No. 8044. tor
NW.
relator filed a motion for Judgment I"1 not lie because there is a inplain
E 2 SW.
NW.
ject to mandamus requiring them to on
the
17
the pleadings based on the ground adequate and complete remedy
N.,
omitted
Township
11,
count
such
Section
SW.
reassemble and
of quo warranto. The doctrine
show-jw- r
has
that
the
affirmatively
M.
P.
Meridian,
pleadings
ballots.
Range 12 E., N.
'his special subject is thus stated Save
hart tint r,er-:ot1,i th
Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
filed notice, of intention to make final
to Spelling on Injunctions and other
5.
The writ of mandamus will not
law. The
five year proof, to establish claim to require the performance of an act be- formed he duties imposed by
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
Ex. Rem. Sec. 1375:
said motions,
the land above described, before Reg- yond the power of the respondent or court sustained were allowed
' In order that
anthe existence of
and apwrits
. MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
ister and Receiver, at Santa Fe, N. M., dependent upon the will of a third
peals taken in case No. 1339 by E. B. other remedy shall constitute a bar to
on the 13th day of October,. 1910.
suit.
the
to
not
a
the United States. Canada. Mexico
party
person
Cristy, and in case No. 1340 by N. A. relief by mandamus, such other rem- Payable Throughout
Claimant names as witnesses:
of the Facts.
not
Statement
must
an
edy"
be
P.
only
Stevens and J.
adequate
Hawley.
'and all Foreign Countries.
Charles Closson, Santa Fe, N. M.;
The relator Felix H. Lester was
The remaining facts appear in the remedy in the general sense of the
Simeon Vivash, Romulo Lopez, MarREMITTANCES
SENT BY TELEGRAPH.
of
term, but it must be specific and
Democratic candidate for the office
tin, all of Pecos, N. M.
at opinion:
to
of. Albuquerque
the
the
circumstances
of
propriate
the
of
mayor
city
Opinion of the Court
MANUEL R. OTERO,
case, it must be such a
an election held April 5, 1910. He
C. J. The present case In- particularas is calculated
POPE,
Register
to afford re-mandamus
remedy
against volves the
prayed writs of
of
writ
the
of
efficiency
lief
and
the
of
con
the
upon
very subject
the respondents who were judges
mandamus to reach the conditions
clerks of election in the second and complained of. The utility of this troversy. For if it is not adequate to
HACK LINE third wards of the city of Albuquerafford the party aggrieved the particwrit was considered by this court in
que, directing them to reconvene as Deigado v. Chaves, 5 N. M. 6i6, 648, ular right which the law accords him,
Prom
mandamus will lie, notwithstanding
such election boards and in the sec- where in an
opinion written by Mr. the existence of such other
ballots which he Justice Freeman
BARRANCA TO TAOS ond ward count two
the ends which the It is difficult to see how remedy."
the remeFine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
alleged they had failed to count, and writ has accomplished were very luSouth in the third ward seven ballots which
Meets Both North
dy of quo warranto even ignoring
remarkwas
and
it
Saddle Horses
exemplified
cidly
Buggies,
Bounds Trains.
he alleged they had failed to count. ed that "it would be a vain and use Hie fact that it is in this territory a
writ
of
not
the
issuable
that
but
right
only by
He set up in his information
less exhibition of research to under- consent of the
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
attorney general
had refused to count said take to
out the almost inumer-abl- could
point
the north bound twin and arrives at respondents
afford an
substitute
ballots; that the returns of the
instances in which thia writ has for the writ hereadequate The speTaos at 7 p. m.
not correctly state been
sought.
did,'
As
invoked."
other
ap
than
any
successfully
Ten miles shorter
cific
sethe result of the election; that if said
When In Meed of Anything in
writ cure remedy here sought was to
way. Good covered hack and good returns had been correctly and prop- plied to matters of elections this
a declaration upon the face of
effi
been found to be of special
has
the
as
to
returns
Drivers Furnished
the contents of certeams.
Livery
erly certified they would have chang- cacy. The adequacy and especially
ballots in order that the election
T 3a.iJa.gr dloiuto Mak 3?as ed the result of the election. In case the promptness of the relief afforded tain
of relator might prima facie appear
No. 1339 two of the judges and one
ssxxgrex Goaaafoxtakle.
RATES RIGHT.
by it has made it a favorite and valof the clerks filed a verified answer uable method of redress for the omis and he be thus awarded a certificate
of
election.
warranto
would
Quo
arlmittine all the allegations of the sion or violation of legal duty by elec
writ except that they did not cer- tion officers and these qualities have manifestly not be adequate to the vinDon Caspar Avenue
tainly know for whom one of the bal- led the courts to deal with the writ dication of sudh a right and therefore
lots not counted was cast. The other liberally in the interest of honest would not preclude mandamus.
clerk did not appear and E. B. Cristy, elections and a fair count. "While so It is next urged that the court bePLAZA BARBERSHOP one of the judges,
low should not have ordered the re
is the only appeltreating the writ however, in this
lant. He demurred and his demurrer class
not
been forgot- spondent to declare the ballot for the
cases
of
has
it
THE C. E. HARTLEY REAL ESTATE CO
For 19 yearc the only
having been overruled answered al- ten that its use is limited by well set- reason that it was within the discreno
tion
court
the
had
of
jurthat
the judges of election to reject
leging, first,
tled
among others the
first class tonsorial parlor
isdiction of the subject matter or of axiom principles,
SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO
that the writ will not be allow- votes; and that in holding, as shown
in Santa Fe.
the parties for the reason that having ed to control a discretion; that while by the record that the two ballots in
made and certified the return of said it will enforce it will not create a duty case 1339 should not he counted beOffers irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes, raw lands,
OUR NEW FITCH
under ditch, $40 00 to 75.00 per acre, under cultivation
election and filed same with the city and that it will not be
where cause upon Socialist tickets and illeg
TREATMENT
granted
and highly improved, StiO.OO to 8175.00 per acre. These are
clerk as required by law and adjourn- it is manifestly beyond the power of al in not having been filed with the
ideal homes ready for you.
is guaranteed to cure, (not only ed sine die they became functus offi- the
clerk of the county for ten
respondent to perform the duties probatethe
&
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relator
simhair
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the
that
cio.
days,
Second;
Dandruff,
falling
judges
exercising
relieve,
enjoined.
Bearing in mind the uses
Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre
other scalp irritations. We also adequate remedy at law by quo war- and the limitations of the writ we are ply the discretion allowed them by
RANCHES,
We are prepared to locate settlers on govRANCHES,
and
LAKliK
car ry a complete line of all the ranto. Third,' that said judges
called unon to determine whether in law. We fail however to Derceive anv
ernment land. We have Irrigation enterLARGK
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men are
of
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in this position. Our territorial
AND
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prises,
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law. Fourth,
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no
election
office
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judges
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we
To determine this
HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE & HTCH nied that there were two ballot3 cast justified.
IF YOU NEED ANYTHING IN NEW MEXICO, LET US HEAR FROM YOU,
ascertain what were the duties 0f'cretlon n tne matter of counting or
for
mayDemocratic
candidate
once
for
ballots
BATHS
the
received. There
BATHS BATHS
the territorial judges of election, declaring
is a discretion, it is true, at the mo- or which were not counted for him, These duties of course
flow
solely
NEAT ATTIRE
but on the contrary stated that there from the provisions of statute. It is ment a 031101
uomp.
tendered,
Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY
were two ballots not counted, one of provided (C. L. Sec. 1687) that "the Laws Sec- 16(J5. 1668 and 2443 express-judge- s
Phone us, wewillbegladtocallforyour
for the Democratic
.shall close the election at six ly declare the right of judges of
'.aundry n Mondays and Tuesdays said ballots being
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays candidate and one being for the Rein the afternoon and immedi- - tlon to reJect ballots when tendered,
as follows:
publican candidate for mayor. Fifth, ately thereafter shall open tlhe ballot Tnus Sec- 1665
All work is guaranteed; yoar
"When any person offers to vote,
that the ballots not counted were by boxes and publicly count the votes
socks are mended and buttons
sewed on you shirts, without
agreement of said judges and clerks cast for each candidate, certifying "uuse quauueauons, as required oy
extra charge.
thls Iaw are nt personally known to
decided by them to be invalid and not the
poll books as provided by law."
PHONE RED 122. PHONE RED 122. entitled to be couuied in said election. By C. L. 1689- such certificate "shall any of tne Judges, he may be
the number of votes cast for ined under oatlh as to .said qualifica-eactlons and those who take a false oath
candidate, setting forth the same sha11
suffer the penalty prescribed by
in writing and in figures, without
there being any alteration or change." 'aw for perjury."
Sec- - 2iii contains
the following
j
Sec. 2447 provides:
"The returns of all municipal elec- - Proviso to the municipal registration
Inna cliall Ko ma3o tr Vo nlorb- rr l&W.
"Provided, That nothing In this act!
recorder of the - corporation,
and shall
.
oe opened by imm on the tnira aay cliall Via Cr. nnnEtinmJ
lu
luuo""w
Particular care is taken that no out-when apparently "run to seed" a little
.o"..- aiier eiecuuu. ne snail can 10 uis
assistance the mayor of the corpora-- being challenged at the polls as to fit leaves
svre equally benefited by our renovation, or if the mayor shall have been lnelr bdi 10 vote, or to prevent the THE WILLIAMS & RISING LIVERY
tion treatment. We put an entirely
a candidate at such election, then anv Judges of election from rejecting the
STABLE
vote
new appearance on them, giving each
justice of the peace of the county, and causeof aIy Person so registered, for
unless it is in perfect condition,
at the polls."
a freshness that suggests the
shall, in his presence, make out an
But even in these cases it Is nrovid- - Horses fresh, vehicle? clean and easy garment
ohfitranr and oafortotr. tha .nnrfMatoa
when brand new.
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Patrons
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law for the canvass of the returns of
That our service. We have rigs of all kinds work and guarantee to all partons percountv elections, and shall In like wnom the vote is "tendered.
for use at any time of day or night fect satisfaction as well as contentmanner make out a certificate as to section reads as follows:
The active youngster the real boy is seldom thought"When any person offers to vote and our charges are moderate.
ment with the low prices charged.
each candidate so elected, and cause
ful of his clothes. You think your boy would wear
the same to be delivered to Ihlm or to and Is rejected, his name shall be reg-b- e
in the poll book, and all the
i istered
Julius Maralter, Tailor
left at his place of abode."
out iron. Maybe he would, but he won't wear out
ILLMS 4 BISIKG
It is clear that under the foregoing names of the persons he offers to
it was the duty of the judges, among vote for, and the word, Rejected, 310 San Francisco St 'Phone 139 Ret Cor. Palace and Washington Avenue.
other things not here material, (a) sha11 be written opposite the name of
person onering to vote.
to count the votes cast for each
18
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Made b Daubi, Mm & Co., Chiiw, III.
NEW MEX
But tnis discretion exists only when
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Hercules suits are made of materials that are guaranteed to be absolutely all
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ber
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8:30 a. m., arrive rance for Santa Fe, N. M., by comat
a
for
electribunal
other
Leave
Vaughn
than
the
.ter
to
in
involved
as
ward
the
reported
They please the youngster and save papa's pocket book,
municating with Manager of the Roscase 1340 that seven socialist tickets, tion Judges. We think therefore that in Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
well Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at
arrive
12:30
a,
m,
at
Roswell
disno
was
there
Leave
of
had been cast. It affirmatively
judicial
question
apm.
least 24 hours In advance. Rate for
6
at
involved.
in
cretlon
p.
Vaughan
peared from the return in the first
tour or
Baggage allowance of 50 lbs. to special $40.00 to accommodate
case, however, that while 537 votes'' lt is Insisted however, that the writ
were cast only 535 were included In wln not lie because the defendant each regular ticket, excess baggage at fewer passengers to either point
the vote declared for the two candl-- ,
(Contlnued on Page Seven.)
dates and that in the second the sev- j
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DOES SANTA FE WANT THE Ml ITARY POST?
of General
The recommendation
smaller army
Thomas that the
posts in Arizona and New Mexico be
abandoned and a brigade post be established near Douglas, Ariz., and a
regimental post near Albuquerque, N.
M., has resurrected the military post
bug and every town and city in the
southwest is clamoring that it is the
Amerionly place for the soldiers.
cans dislike militarism but, oh you
army post! No wonder the El Paso
Herald sings:
"El Paso should lose no time in
working for an enlarged military post
if the people of the city expect to win.
El Paso has the climate and the location in her favor, but El Paso cannot
expect to win everything on climate
El Paso
and geographical position.
will have to work.
"The necessity is apparent at once.
The commanding general of the department of Colorado has just recomof several
mended the abolishing
small posts in Arizona and suggests
the establishing of a larger one near
Douglas. The Tucson citizens have
taken their cue and are planning to
ask Washington to establish a large
post at that place and concentrate all
Arizona troops there. 'And while we
are at it, we should show the war de-

partment the practicability and desiresability of having a brigade post
tablished in this salubrious climate,'
they are saying.
"Once a large post is ordered estab-

lished in Arizona, El Paso would stand
small chance of getting another. El
Paso has climate much better than
Tucson's, because cooler, to urge upon
.the authorities, and the additional advantage of ample railroad facilities,
while Tucson has but one road to of
fer. These points should be brought
before the officials at Washington at
once. El Paso hopes that both Tucson and Douglas will get a post; they
both have splendid climate and are
deserving, but El Paso wants ana
ought to have the brigade post.
"El Pasoans should get to work and
place their facts before the authori
ties at Washington without delay. The
Herald has urged this for years. It
urges it again."
The Tucson Citizen also shouts:
"To arms! To Arms!" It says:
"Tucsonians have decided that they
want that army brigade post and they
fashare setting about in business-lik- e
ion to get it. The committee appointed today is representative of the progressive spirit of this city and their
efforts to obtain for Tucson a hearing
before another point is selected for
this important station should receive
the hearty support of the whole community.
"Fortunately, the recommendation
General Thomas that
of Brigadier
Douglas be selected as the site for the
a
post now maintained at Fort
will not reach the secretary of
war, Mr. Dickinson, for a month or
more, as that official is on his way
home from the Philippine Islands. In
the event that the secretary returns
by way of San Francisco It may be
practicable; tog, some member of the
committeeyto-4ehim in San Francisco and prevail upon him to return east
by" way of -- Tucson,
stopping long
enough to look over the sites which
are available here.
the secretary Is
"Accompanying
Brigadier General Clarence S. Edwards, chief of the bureau of Insular
affairs, who is a warm friend of Major
Allen now in command at Huachuca.
General Edwards is a friend of this
southwestern country, his health having been fully restored by a year's
stay in New Mexico. He is a great believer in the future of Arizona and
also In the desirability of locating the
large posts in an invigorating climate
that troops may have a chance to recuperate after their two years service
is the tropics. Te would be quick to
see the climatic advantages to be
found here, both from the standpoint
of health and military efficiency, for
near Tucson
the troops stationed
would find It possible to continue their
oper air drills the year round. This
would be a big saving to the quarter
master's department which is called
tipon at many posts to build expensive
drill halls for the use of the troops in
winter.
"The committee will begin the plan
of campaign by bringing to the atler
tion of Postmaster General Hitchcock,
who is expected here Thursday or Friday, the splendid advantages to be
found here for a station of the size It
is proposed to locate somewhere along
the Arizona border. It is not expected
that a member of the President's cabinet and the head of another depart- Hua-ehuc-
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It conies with poor grace from the
Democrats to speak of their record in
New Mexico. It is fourteen years
ago since they went out of power, but
the stench of their doings nas not yet
altogether evaporated.

THE DEMOCRATIC WAY.
Colorado has a special session of
the legislature. The legislature is
Democratic and so is the governor.
They are dawdling away time arguing
abstract propositions like the initiative and the referendum. How the ex
pense of this useless extra session is
met is explained by the Pueblo Chief
tain, which says:
"Do the attorneys of Colorado know
what fund is sought to be used with
which to pay the expenses of the pres- t extra session?
"Is It the supreme court law library
fund. The money that was intended
to purchase a law library for the state.
part of this was raised from twenty-vnrdollar payments by the young men to
Colora do, ba
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PROFESSIONAL

ment would 'take sides'.in such a matter as against a contesting city, nor
does Tucson expect this. What her
citizens do expect, and what they will
use every effort to obtain is a full and
fair hearing before a
hpfor-thlocation
nffioAi
hn.ni
or the new post is finally determined,
This the postmaster general can, and
believe he will assist us in obtain-

ing.

"It is significant of a progressive
and alert community that the city genneceserally has been aroused to the
sity for prompt action in this matter
Press diS'
hv the hripf Associated
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state
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of this needless
pay the expenses
Attorneys-at-Laextra.
Practice in the District Courts as
"Is there a young lawyer in the ' well as before the Supreme Court of
state who contributed his twenty dol the territory.
lars to help get a library who does Las Cruces,
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in the Senate and House by men who community to a few but thoroughly specialty.
New Mexlce
Santa Fe
are not Santa Feans and naturally representative hands that are held
turn in first for their home town, sponsible. Initiative and referendum
Of course, Thomas B. Catron will be mean scattering, instatmity ana renei
G. W. PRICHARD
elected to the constitutional conven- - to officials from responsibility for no
Attorney and Consellor-at-Lation on Tuesday. There should be no power can hold the people as a whole
Practice in all the District' Courts
doubt about it, but it is such little responsible. It is because of tins
and
gives special attention to cases
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personal-grudgGerman
that
tralization
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will
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for me," said the Plain Citizen
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Las Vegas,
De- ballot is for experts only. I'm as good penses. Candidates should apply im- Can
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anyone
fore
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as disfranchised by it."
R. W. WITTMAN
an American city advertising for
"You ought to go into politics and agifle
Can anyone give a good reaDraftsman
a
mayor?
the
said
become an expert yourself,"
Copies furnished of records on file
son why a city should not advertise fo1
politician.
The In the TJ. S. Surveyo- - General's Offic
wVion it tippHk one?
,i,-Economic pressure keeps
I can't.
- - - New Mexics
a municipaUty is Santa Fe,
Jg
me hard at work to support my fam
to be conducted on busi
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business,
ily. That's my first duty."
ness lines. Tne omce "i um.yui i
PROBERT & COMPANY
murmured the
Lucky for me!
renuirine knowledge and skill of
'
Investments
A
corporation attorney.
character.
iea
professional
g
Lands, Mines, Bonds & Stocks.
"Why is politics so complex? Why,man wn0 nas proved himself a good
Money Loaned for Investors,
can't I elect .representatives to make mavor in one German town is
We have for sale general stocks of
laws like I elect directors of the que'ntjy invited to another.
Merchandise, Retail Lumber Yard and
Building and Loan Association that Ii
.
belong to?" persisted the citizen.
It astonishing that after fourteen - other Business Opportunities through"So that you will always need me," years of responsibility for the govern- out Taos county.
Bank References Furnished.
the corporation boss replied, as the ment of New Mexico, by the Republi-Citizecan find Taos,
without even realizing that cans that the Democrats
New Mexico.
the laws he was voting for tied him nothing substantial on which to wage
even more securely to the corpora- - a campaign against the party in pow- tions and the bosses, helplessly voted er In those fourteen years, New
laws and ico nag doubled in population and
for all the thirty-on1
H
the twenty candidates.
wealth: has built up a magnificent
Moral. The more laws on the bal- public school system and most of the
lot, the less the Plain Citizen counts territorial Institutions; has brought
in politics. With a few candidates on tne commonwealth
up out of the
the ballot he can make the right aepth of financial despond to an hon- choice for legislators to represent orable place where its four per cent
laws on the foonds command a good premium;
him, but with thirty-on- e
ballot, like in Oregon, he is lost In the from hopelessness to the doors of
political jungle.
'statehood: from a poor despised ter- Colliers:
Says
ritory to a commonwealth that nearly
The' introduction of the 'short bal- - every one praises for its enterprise,.
lot' alone will bring us a long way to-- . its attractions and its resources. It is
ward real Democratic responsibility. a record to be proud of and should
It will result in the choice of better convince the voters that it is the
men, in a clearer knowledge by tne nominees of that party wno snoum ue
public of wlhat is going on, in an in- entrusted with the making of the
ability to punish delinquency, stitution and the inauguration of the
No sane business
and in absolute starvation for the state government.
Boss and the Machine. This starva- - man during a crisis such as the tran-tioof the Boss and the Machine will sjti0n to statehood, would think of
mean that the Corporation will have discharging his tried and competent
taken away from it its Illegitimate emt)ioyes in order to engage hands
power, and will be compelled to seek djgcharged fourteen years ago after
what it desires in the open," and on aemonstrating their
incompetency,
it merits.
extravagance and dishonesty.
- "V
"The idea is to give the people a'
clear, open plain as their battle Tne schools and institutions of the
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'
should induce the people among other
Midland
The Colorado and
engineer things to entrust to the Republicans
who today beat off three bandits, kill- - the writing of the constitution which
& COMPANY
ing one of them with a rock, should be will prescribe the fundamental law for
pensioned for life and be given a Car- - the administration of the vast amount
d
negie medal. A few Incidents of that of lands given the Territory by a
and Republican
and train robberies would not oc-- publican Congress
cur at such frequent Intervals.
President.
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""ansacts a general banking business in all Its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on l kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks In all market for its customer. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
I as are jjjven by any mo.iey transmiting agency pubiic or
5 private.
Interest allowed on tirnj ?i posits at the rateof jturee
I per certt per annum,' on' 'six motittls of years' ilaie, "3, Liberal
5 advances made on consignments of livestock anJ products.
The bank executes all orders of Its natrons in the banking line,
and ains to extend to tliem as liberal treatment in ali respects,.
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank- ing.
Safety deposit boxes for rest, The o&tronaie of the
public is respecfully solicited.
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Commodious Sample Room.

UNDER NEW
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Long Pistance, Teleplione

BUILDING PAINTED and
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Every Room steam heated & electric
lighted, and best of nelp employed.
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RESTAURANT WiL BE OPENED SEPT. 15TH
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if yon

drop in at 5 o'clocx yon can get a hot
supper ready to eat and yon will not nave to

NOW

Serving

iMt

Ourlncreaslng patronage Is the
best proof that we merit yonrs.

HERRKRA
THE HOTEL CORONADO G.LUPKProprietor
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& Co.

GROCERS
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RATES

11.00

A DAY AND

UP

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES

Gregg's Peerless Hotel
EUROPEAN PLAN

SANTA FE,' NEW; MEXICO

The only first class Hotel ln Santa Fe, with hot and cold water ln
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest A best CAFE ln
the City Vn connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed,
Nice sample room on first floor, Special attention given to traveling
men. Give ns a trial lf you want first classservloe.
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Corner of Water St.
and Don Caspar Ave,
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THIS WEEK

SPECIAL
SALE ON

ONLY

Ladies Silk and Lingerie Princes, Dresses
Plain and Fancy Silks, Plain and Fancy

White Goods, Embroideries
ALL GOES AT ONK HALF
THE RKGULAR PRICE,

ADOLF

and Laces.
LOOK AT OUR;
SHOW WINDOW

SELIGMAN DRY GOODS

CO

well-illum-

smy
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H.S.KAIINE

Re-kin-
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PHONE 26
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Ukfhm M 15 and km

IFF DRIQilS

your order

delivered
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Mlnmbtn Me sweated to the thirsty s aoaMtMnf
tool and inviting
GINGER ALE, WILD CHERRY, LEMON SODA, IRON
BREW,
KVVT BEER, KLONDIKE FIZZ, COCO COLA,
TABLE RlilNEHAL WATERS.

SANTA FE BOTTLING
from filtered water.

WORKS.

HENRY KRICK, Proprietor
aiTOniTigarrrrarxyTicmirrITrT
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Billie Wolf, a hat salesman of St.
Louis, is at the Palace.
X. W. V'iolette, a shoe salesman
from St. Louis, is in the city.
John O. Slemons, a New York jewelry salesman, is at the Palace.
Ellas Clark, the well known merchant of Alcalde, Is at the Palace.
Assistant Traveling Auditor John
Joerns last evening went to Raton.
George E. Fischer, a shoe salesman
of St. Louis is at the Palace hotel.
L. A. Bland, a Kansas City hardware salesman, is calling on the trade.
John Naranjo and W. C. White, of
Espanola, are at the Coronadd hotel.
Traveling Auditor Charles V.
went to Albuquerque last evening.
E. E. Ford and D. R. Durrett, business men of St. Louis, are at the
Claire.
C. F. Hortenstein, of Springer, Colfax county; is in Santa Fe on irrigation business
Dr. J. A. Murphy, of Washington, D.
C and who is in the Indian service, is
at the Palace. ' He will visit Taos and:
other Indian pueblos.
Mrs. John Gertison and Mr. and
Mrs. H. E. J. Lawton, of Alanio.sa, are

mmmM.
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A LITTLE CTNE'A'SYwJth

WQA:MP(NT? y
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200, YEAR? AGO one of your ancestors had banked only 200 dollars
you had that $200 and'the' Interest,
that bain would reach from New

at 5 per cent' compound interest and
each dollar bill were a link In a chain,
York to San Francisco
, Money grows In our bank if you

'
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this firm to demoralize QUALITY for
price, we have always, held the QUA-LiTof our goods up to the highest
standards of perfection. Our prices
are based on the SURPRASSING
QUALITY of our goods and are as low
as GOOD QUALITY will permit.
Y

...

M."-

.

n

UNITED STATES BANK
INSURANCE

&

j

TRUST CO.

j
sightseeers at the Palace.
A party of Denverites are at Gregg's, j
fhey are T. A. Say word, W. A. Wal-- !
lace, E. W. Bosley and W. K. Marlock. j
Mrs. H. G. Frankenburger, who has j
in
been visiting her brother-in-laEspanola, is in the city for a few days.
Mrs. Sarah Jeffries, matron of the
U. S. Indian Industrial school, has re- - j
turned from a visit to Xeuraska City, i
Mrs. Charles Davison, Miss Davison,
Philip S. Davison and D. B. Davison,
of Davenport, la., are sightseers at!
j
the Palace.
:

SURETY BONDS

'

I

REAL ESTATE

'j
WE HAVE SOME EXCELLENT BARGAINS IK BOTH
IMPROVED AND UNIMPROVED RESIDENCE AND
BUSINESS PROPERTY,
'.

At the present time when
the price of linseed oil is so
abnormally high, it is the
policy of some houses to
slight the quality of their
paint, and adulterate them
in order to hold to a lower
price. WE DO NOT DO
THIS. Our Paints have the
same standard of QUALITY
that has won them their
everlasting reputation.

j

will let It.
Make OUR Bank TOUR Bank.
We pay liberal Interest consistent with safety.

j

j

V'.

UAIITY.

It has never been the selling policy of

Saf-for- d

aft
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'Houses';.' and Furnished Rooms for Rent.

Mrs. Ada Gibson, of Los Angeles, Is
visiting Mrs. F. P. Baca. Mrs. Gib- ison is the wife of Former Mayor A.
See our attractive lint before buying.
R. Gibson, of Santa Fe.
Miss Vita Griffin, who has been vis- king her sister, Mrs. Hugh F. DuVal
on Palace avenue, the past few weeks,
Santa Pe, New Mexico
lt,F, Lief CAiifurr frf
tiar hrini In following district court rules, to be j
...
known as District Court Rules XXI
I be and the same hereby are
119 San Franciscu St.
Phone. Fed Fo. 189
Mrs. Mills,' Miss Madeline Mills and and
Miss Phoebe Hartt were bound for ad"1't'!d' viz
Ru,e aAI.
Las Vegas this morning and will re-- j
'main at the Meadow City until next. When, upon any hearing before the
court the judgment of the court shall
Tuesday evening.
Special Sale of Wilton Velvet Rags:
Rev. T. M. Harwood, of Albuquer not be rendered at the time of such
que, candidate for chaplain of the hearing, but shall be taken under ad-- ,
AXMINSTER RUGS, ALSO ACM ! PILLOW
Grand Army of the Republic at the
and the court shall
M T TRESSES THAT BRING SOUND SLUMnational convention at At- - after, in vacation, notify the attorneys
BER. OSTER MOOR MATTRESSES
lantic City, is registered at the Claire. of the respective parties of the decis-- I
130 of
Hugh F. DuVal returned from Jack- - ion as provided in
also in stock
2C85 of the Compiled Laws of
to
had
he
whore
Section
sonville,
Fla.,
gone
A LOT O!1 HAND PAINTED DISHES
look after the affairs connected with 1897, no final judgment or decree shall
AT. BARGAIN PRICES.
the estate of Harvie DuVal. He left be entered thereon until the attorney
'again this morning for Lumberton, for the prevailing party shall have
Rio Arriba county, on business.
prepared the necessary judgment or
Mrs. George Cabot Ward and her decree and have served a copy of the
Akers-Wagne- r
brother, Bronson Cutting, of New pame upon the attorney of the
City; Director Edgar L. Hewett.j posite party or parties, together with
EXPERT EMBALMERS & FUNERAL DIRECTORS
of the School of American Arch-- '' a notice that the same will be submit
aeology; Jesse Nusbaum, of this city; ted to the court for his approval ana
Thomas H. Barber, Harvard '10, of signature upon a day certain, such
New York City and George A. Parker, day to be not less than five days after
Room For Improvement
Harvard '10, of Lancaster, Mass., and service of such judgment, order or
Lotave, the well known artist cree as aforesaid, provided the court
left this morning for Rito de los
by special provision in the said
joles canon to be gone several days, j notice fix a shorter time.
Rule XXII.
They went by train to Buckman and
thence will travel by carriages to the
Demurrers to complaints on the
canon.
statutory ground that the complaint
state facts sufficient to con- FIFTY OPINIONS HANDED DOWN.jdoes
cause
of action, must specify
stitute a
(Continued From Page One.)
the defects in the complaint upon
which the alleged insufficiency is pre- of this court before such party will dieted, and any demurrer defective in
be heard in this court."
,
this regard, shall be disregarded, and
ordered
is
further
court,
the
It
the court may strike it out on motion.
by
Barfed-.- I -'
that the following rule to be known
These rules, shall be in force and
'
THE MOST SKILLFUL NURSE
as XXIX be and the same hereby is take effect from and after the first
scarcely exists where the room has
day of October, A. D. 1910.
or the most famous physician will adopted
been built with our Lumber. Every
WILLIAM H. POPE,
exhibits
"Voluminous
j
and
exhibits
be of no avail If the medicine ordered
Chief Justice, Etc.
architect and builder gives us credit is not
which are Important only' as to the
exactly as it should be.
for keeping the finest selection of
fact of their existence or as to small
portions of their subject matter or as
Lrmber in the neighborhood. It is all THE DRUGGIST
MUST WORK
establishing a negative fact shall not
and
well
seasoned
too,
good,
timber,
be included in full in the record unfree from warpings and Imperfections. in perfect harmony with the doctor less the trial
judge shall so order; bui.
Wo have It ready for instant use and and Ihe has an equal responsibility. a statement of their existence or subWe compound prescriptions with ab
to take Cardul, for your female
stance with so much of their contents
lor every purpose, and the prices are solute
faithfulness. as shall be
accuracy and
to properly pre-setroubles, because we are sure it
necessary
satisfactory to all buyers.
Have yours put up here so as to be
will help you. Remember that
the Jioint at issue shall be agreed
absolutely sure they are right.
ihe parties or settled by the
upon
this great female remedy
trial judge and included In the record
in place of the exhibits as omitted."
These rules, shall be in froce and
take effect from and after the first
day of September, A. D. 1910.
Successors to Stripling-Burrow- s
& Co.
WILLIAM H. POPE,
has brought reHef to thousands of
v'y Chief Justice.
&
other sick women, so why not to
'
,
New Rules.
you ? For headache, backache,
No
140
Red
The New MvxTca.. Printing Com-mnTelephone
The court yesterday
afternoon
periodical pains, female weakhas on hand a large supply ot handed down the following order:
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.
ness, many have said it is "the
Dads and tablets suitable for ichool
In Ihe supreme court of the Terribest medicine to take." Try it 1
ork. the desk, and also for lawyers tory of New Mexico, January term, A.
Tf you are In need of anything, try
...11 Im 'fin., iU&M ( F3
md merchants: good everywhere.
Wo D. 1910.
aoiu
a New Mexican Want Ad.
will sell them at 5 cents In book term.
It is ordered by the court, that the
?

SEWALL'S READY MIXED HOUSE PAINTS, and
SUNSHINE FINISHES are,
superior to all for LASTING
DURABILITY, and PERFECT ECONOMY.

SANTA FE HARDWARE

j

k SUPPLY CO.

j

O C. WATSON & COMPANY

j
j

Kiu.?lMnnr

-

there-comin-

vis-me-

g

j

n

j
j

Furniture Co.

ATTENTION

GENTLEMEN!

j

'

THIS THE DISCRIMINATING LADIES OF CITY
HAVE
SINCE LEARNED To COME To US
FOR NEW SNAPPY SHOES, FOR A WHILE, WE
WANT TO DIRECT OUR ATTENTION To THE
MEN,
WE CAN SATISFY YOU AS WELL AS THE

lom

LADIES.
NEW LINE OF EVERYDAY SHOESJUST RECEIVED.
No&ETTER VALUES To BE HAD ANYWHERE

PRICES TO SELL IN A HURRY AT

$2.50

AND

$2.25,

$3,00.

j

Fri-jma- y

j

j

nt

v-

Jm-

t:

j

We Ask You

Charles W. Dudrow

FRESH EGGS

THE CAPITAL

Mil

iy

"

PHARMACY

'

CREAM

MILK

v

wis

iy

SPLENDID VALUES IN OLD MENS SOFT AND'
COMFORTABLE SHOES.
CHEAP AT $5.00,
OUR PRICE $4.00.
BEST GRADE HEAVY SHOES, FOR MOUNTAIN CLIMBING OR HUNTING, NEVER WEAR
OUT. $4. 00.

diamond special police shoes, cork

soles, most lasting and comfortable
shoes made

at $4.50.

DIAMOND SPECIAL VICIJ KID, SNAPPY,
DRESSY, NEAT AND COMFORTABLE, WORTH
A FIVE DOLLAR NoTE OF ANY MANS MONEY

AT

$4,25,

W. N. T0WNSEND & GO.
3V.

CLARENDON
GARDEN
R, V.BOYLE

Mgr.

'

PAWSY PLANTS

NOW.

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL
DESIGNS.

CLiREiDON POQLTRY .YARDS

ARK SELLING OUT! '
FRESH LAID EGGS everyday

Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White Wyandotte'. Chickens
are yarded in the orchard under the trees and fed on clean wholesome food
only. No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine polsonlnKiEGGS FOK HATCHING.
-

wmrimamMiMmwmm

Hour Electric

ervice

WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES

We ae Agents

:;ffifcXCaII

Santa Fe Water

ANo

and See

Light Company

in

and

oP elation

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA EE, N.
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St. Louis Rocky Mt.

HOTEL ARRIVALS

k

Palace.
George E. Fischer, St.' Louis; Emma
Klindt, Eva Dunlavy, Denver; L. A.
Bland, Kansas City; S. H. Boynton,
Dennison, Texas; John O. Slemmons,
New York; N. 11. Violet te, St. Louis;
Mrs. H. G. Frankenburger, Cimarron;
E. Clark, Alcalde; Mrs. John Gertison,
In effect March 1st 1910
(Kead Down)
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. J. Lawton, Ala(Kead Up)
21
mosa; A. L. Wilson, Creede.
'19
Miles
STATIONS
2
20
22
Claire.
77TTT777
o
777771
TW 17.
hv.. Dea Moines. N7k...Ar
5 00
f 8 20
16
E. E. Ford, D. R. Durrett, St. Louis;
f 4 15
l apulln
20
f 8 86
05
Vigil
14
G. Ellis, B. W. Loewenthal, New York;
f 8 60
25
( 3 45
Thompson
,
31
f 9 10
A. O. Arpin, Trinidad; T. M.
I 3 25
Cunningham
42
935
iAr.OIilton House X. M., Ly
2 55
"..
u
Albuquerque.
2 30
3 55
m
7.7.
0
7777777777
oo
i.v
Ar i2
Katon, N.
10 00
2 50
7
4 12
Ar. Clifton House.N. M..Lv u 37
9 40
Gregg's.
.j..
4 12
42
7777777" 777777
iLv.. Clifton House N' M.Ar 11 37
Samuel Sanchez, Bernalillo; W. W.
4 30
48
11
20
gPreston
Smith, Denver; H. P. Blodgett, St
4 50
65
.
jlKoemerJunctlon Lv 11 00
5J0
Paul; C. W. Noth, Terre Haute, Ind.;
2
6 00
Koehler
10JL
D. G. Darrah, Josie Darrah, Venus; T.
50
68
iioolfax
"7777777 7777777777
tio 10
E. W.
A. Sayword, W. A. Wallace,
6 08
76
9 42
Oerrososo
11
6 35
82
Ar
9 25
Lv
Cimarron
W. K. Marlock, Denver; C. E.
Bosley,
00
82
.'.
Lv
Cimarron
Ar 8 65
(1 08
86
f 8 47
Hortenstein, Springer.
Nash
f7 18
88
f8 37
Harlan
9
Coronado.
f
35
94
Ar
Cte Park, N. M...LV 8 20
John Narajo, Espanola: George W.
W. C.
Inonneetswlth E. P. 4 S. W. Ry. train No.124 arriving in Dawson, N, M. ai 6:15 p. m. Hill, Duran; Joseph Day, Pecos;
fOonneets with E. P. AS. W. Ry, train No. 123 leaving Dawson N, M. at 9 56a. m.
White, Espanola; W. J. Sunders, AlSStage for Van Houten N, M, meets trains at Preston N. M.
buquerque.
C. A.S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from DeMoines as follow:
NORTHBOUND:
SOUTHBOUND
No. 1. 4.48 a. m,
No. 8. 10.44 a. m.l
DRINK AND WOMAN
No. 7.6 49 p.m.
No,
p, in.'
Track connection with A. T. &. S. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston with O, & S. Ry. at
LEADS TO SUICIDE.
Des Moines K. P, 9. W. Ry. at Colfax, N M, and Cimarron & Northwestern at
Cimarron, N. M. which U depot or following station Ocate, Miami, Rarado
and lied Lakes, N. M.
New . England
Scion of
Ute Park. N. M. is depot for the following stations in N. M. Arroyo Seen, Aurora,
Bakly Black Lakes, Cerro, Klizabethtown. Lobo, Quests, Ranchos de Taos, Red
Family Hit the Pace Until it BeRiver City, Talpa, Taos and Twining.
came too Fast.
Daily. fPlag,
Daily except Sunday
J. DEDM AN,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
Grand Junction, Colo., Sept. 2.
V.. P. & G. M.,
G. P. Agent,
Superintendent,
Remorse
following his elopement with
M
N.
Raton. N. f
Ratjn,
Raton, N. M.
a woman nearly twice his age and the
late wine suppers and "joy" rides that
marked their honeymoon of three
months, prompted the attempted suicide of Fred W. Cheney, son of
George W. Cheney, manager of the
Manchester, N. H., branch of tine New
York Mutual Life Insurance Company,
and scion of an old and
New England family. He shot himself
in the head with a revolver and hao
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
small chance of recovery.
June 8 Cheney, who is 26 years old,
Douglas and all Points in New
from Boston with a woman
eloped
Mexico
and
to
Mexico, Arizona,
many years his senior. Cheney had
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
held a position with his father up to
1
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
that time and was a prominent figure
in Manchester society. He is said to
&
have had $5,000 on departing with his
bride. The couple started for California, making numerous stops enroute.
After a protracted stay in Denver,
during which wine flowed freely and
an automobile was ever at hand.
Cheney and his bride stopped here
on the arrival of delayed No. 15, Denver & Rio Grande train for the coast.
For Rate and full information address
They went to the Stamford hotel.
Fifteen minutes later, while his
bride lay in bed, Cheney stepped beA.
fore the mirror and fired a bullet into his head.
El Paso Texas.
Mrs. Cheney was almost too hysterical to talk. She did not deny that
1,
she believed the young man regretted
his act in marrying her and that she
believed all along he was planning to
desert her.
Cheney had $500 when the police
went to (his room, the last, his wife
said, of the $5,000 in his possession
when they eloped from Boston. She
said they had made many stops along
the way, and that while her young
husband was drinking he had little regret for his act, but in his sober moments he had reproached himself
many times and threatened more, than
once to return to his parents.
The woman declined to tell anything about herself.

Pacific

Company.

Railway

IPASSENGER SCHEDULE
1

Har-wood-

.

15

M.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER

AAA

Eczema, Acne, Tetter, Salt Rheum, etc. are simply the ulceration of skin
tissues, caused by humors and acids in the blood. The circulation has become
Infected vrith Impurities which are being constantly deposited into the pores and
glands of the cuticle, and a continual state of inflammation and irritation is thus
kept up. oust as long as these humors and acids remain in the circulation the
skin affection will continue. The trouble may be temporarily soothed and
covered over with external applications, but such treatment does not make the
blood any puror, and can therefore be of no permanent benefit. To cure any
skin disease It is necessary to purify the blood remove the cause. S. S. S. Curto
Eczema, Acne, Tetter, Salt Rheum, pimples, eruption;;, etc. because it is the
greatest of all blood purifiers. It goes into the circulation and drives out every
humor, acid or impurity. It cools the feverish blood and allows It to furnish the
skin with healthy nourishment, instead of fiery, acrid deposits. S. S. S. is purely
vegetable, mild and pleasant in its action, it does not cure skin disease by forcing
all the Impurity to the surface, but stimulates the excretory members to carry it
off through the natural avenues.
If yon have any skin affection you can not do
better than purify your blood with S. S. S. It will assist nature in quickly
restoring the smocth, even texture of the cuticle, and the cure will be permanent and lasting. Book on Skin Diseases free to all vjho write.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, OA.
,

.
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Well-to-D-

o

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

well-to-d- o

the

El Paso

Southwestern System

The Best Route

East or West

EUGENE A. FOX,
G.F.&P.

I

I

,,LJ

SUMMER

TOURIST RATEs

II

PIOaRANDB

20 YEARS AGO TODAY
From the New Mexican of this date
1890.

U ALL POINTS EAST & WEST

.yjkjj. NEW

AND RESERVATIONS
CITY OFFICE IN

The Republican county convention
to nominate eight delegates to the Reterritorial convention was
publican
called to order at 11 a. m. today by
Hon. .C M. Conklin, chairman of the
county committee. The precincts were
fully represented, there being 52 dele-

'MB

Liberal Limits and Stopovers

TICKETS

JJ

AT

gates present.

Hon. Antonio Ortiz y Salazar was
chosen temporary chairman, Hon.
William M. Berger, temporary secretary and Hon. Jose Segura, interpreter. The following committee on
credentials was appointed: Aniceto
Abeytia, W. H. Nesbitt and Jose Leon
Madril. Permanent organization was
effected by the unanimous election of
Col. Max Frost, president;
W. H. Nesbitt, of Cerrillos, and
Charles M. Conklin, of Santa Fe; W.
B. Berger, secretary.
The committee
reported in favor of the following
named delegates and the same were
called off, separately voted on by the
convention and unanimously elected:

MEXICAN BLDii.
Or Union Depot.

THE TIME:
October 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 1910
THE PLACE
Albuquerque, New Mexico
THE OCCASION: NEW MEXICO

Delegates:

THE FIRST STATE FAIR
AND

GRAND STATEHOOD CELEBRATION
SIX SOLID DAY8 OF RECREATION,

INCLUDING

HIGH CLASS HARNESS AND RUNNING RACES
BASE BALL TOURNAMENT
TENNIS TOURNAMENT
GRAND MILITARY DISPLAY
FIRST ANNUAL DOG BaOW
GRAND RESOURCES EXPOSITION
high-clas-

J.

s

Write the Secretary for premium lists or other information
JOHN B. McMANUS
R. O'RIELLY,
President.
Secretary.

Bradford

Prtnce,

TEMPERATURE WAS
NORMAL IN AUGUST.

There Was a Deficiency in Precipitation, However, Running up
Total for Year.

Every species of new and Instructive amusement will be provided
Including

Fourteen
shows and sensational free acts.
Furnished by THE C. W. PARKER AMUSEMENT CO- RED WED RA TES ON ALL RAILROADS

L.

Thomas B. Catron, Charles M. Conklin .Trinidad Alarid, Eugene A. Fiske,
Eugeio Yrissarri, Max Frost and Aniceto Abeytia.
Alternates: Jose Segura, Atanasio
Romero, Valentine Schick, C. A. Whit-ed- ,
A. Bustos,
Jose Lon Madril,
Rafael Ortiz y Pineda and Bartolome
Sanchez.
The convention then adjourend.

i

The month of August just past was
dryer than the average of the past 37
years, but the temperature was about
normal. The highest temperatures recorded was only 85 degrees on August
24; the lowest was 48 degrees on August 26. The greatest daily range
was 31 degrees on August 26 and the
least daily range 3 degrees on August
30.
The mean atmospheric pressure

Notice for Publication.
Not Coal Land.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land 0fflce at Santa Fe,
jj. M.

CUIES ECZEMA,
ACNE,TETTEB,ETL

August,

4

4

TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Connection made with Automobile
line at Vaughn for Roswell, dally.
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Roswell at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Roswell at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
Roswell for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m,
and arrives at Vaughn at 6 p. m. The

gust

public-spirite-

d

fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
is J5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on automobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.

11-1-

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES.
MASONIC.
Montezuma

Lodge No

1, A. F. & A. M. Reg

ular

communications

first Monday of eacl
month a Masonic hall
at 7.30 p. in.
H. H. DORMAN,
Actincr Maator

ALAN R. McCORD,

Secretary.

Santa Fe Chapter No. L
R. A. M.
Regular convocation second Monday of
each month at Masonic
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
S. G. CARTWRTriWT tr T

exhibitors.

"Secundino Romero, chairman of the
Republican county centry committee,
was given an ovation at San Geronimo
precinct last night. Mr. Romero was
met by a band of musicians several
miles from the house in which he
spoke and escorted into town. Eighty
voters were present. Mr. Romero, Fe-

31, 1910.

Notice is hereby given that Teodora
Montoya, widow of Necasio
of Kennedy, N. M., who, on August 7,
'1905, made Homestead Entry (Serial
06910) No. 8445, for NE
SW 4
SE
and NW
Section 8, Township 13 N., Range 9 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to
make final five year proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before Register or Receiver, U. S.
Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M., on the
27th day of October, 1910.
Claimant names a witnesses:
Felix Montonya, Nestor Arabe, Marcos
Gonzales, Pascual Vianneva, all of
Kennedy, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

cannot express too strongly our appreciation of the service you are rendering to this instittuion, and to the commonwealth of New Mexico, by this
course.
generous and
We believe that the existence of the
inches, and the greatest precipitation Museum of New Mexico is in a great
for any 24 consecutive hours was only measure due to the activities of your
Since society.
.84 of an inch on August
New Year there has been an accumuBy unanimous
resolution of this
lated deficiency in precipitation of board, it was voted to transmit this
4.22 inches.
The prevailing direction communication to the Archaeological
of the wind was from the northeast; Society of New Mexico, with assurthe total movement 5525 miles; the ance of our deepest gratitude and best
average hourly velocity 7.4 miles, the wishes for the future growth and inmaximum velocity only 34 miles an fluence of your organization.
hour from the southwest on August
JOHN R. McFIE,
29. Only one cloudy day was recordPresident,
NATHAN JAFFA,
ed; partly cloudy 25 days; and clear
days 5, but there was not a day withSecretary.
out sunshine and only two days with
less than 39 per cent of sunshine. The IMPORTANT LIST OF
sunshine percentage for the month
SPECIAL TROPHIES.
was 51. The mean relative humidity
Pueblo, Colo., Sept. 2 The list of
at 6 p. m. each day was 43 per cent special trophies for the National Irand 6 a. m. 48 per cent.
rigation exposition, to be held in connection witu the Eighteenth National
Irrigation Congress, September
IN NEW MEXICO'S
1, is of such importance that it
is attracting widespread attention and
POLITICAL PASTURES
stimulating the greatest zeal among
was 29.90; the highest 30.16 on Au26, and the lowest on 29.69 on
August 24. Since New Year there has
been an excess in temperature of 208
degrees or an average of 1 degree a
The precipitation was 1.91
day.

2, 1910.

For instance, the competition will
be very keen for the magnificent
Hearst trophy. This is a silver cup .ARTHUR S'BLIGMAN, Secretary.
weighing 500 ounces, having a height
Santa Fe Commandei
No.
of 48 inches, a width of 28 inches, a
1, K. T. Regular conclave
nine
one
of
and
half
gallons,
capacity
ll rourth
in each
Monday
and costing $1200.
month at Masonic Hall at
The HeaVst trophy is offered for the
7:30 p. m.
lix Garcia, Adelaido Tafoya and oth- best county exhibit within or without
J. A. MASSIE, E. C.
ers addressed the meeting. Juan Her-rer- the state of Colorado and there Is iV.
E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
an old time Democrat, made a much prepara.'ion for its competition.
speech in which he said he felt out It will be a prize worth winning and
Santa Fe Lodge ot Perfection No. 1
Citiof place with the
will long reflect credit on the county 14th degree. Ancient and
Accepted
zens' ticket. He said he endorsed the that wins.
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meet
principles of the Republican party as
on
the
third
Another handsome prize is the An
Monday of each month
set forth' in the resolutions passed at derson
trophy, for the best exhibit of at 7:30 o'clock In the evening in
the county convention, and that he
This is offered Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
would support the ticket from top to pumping machinery.
D. H. Anderson, publisher of Irri- Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are
by
bottom. All the voters of the precinct
invited to attend.
Age, Chicago, and is a handhave now signified their intention of gation
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
some $250 cup. The constantly-increasinticket. The
voting the Republican
Venerable Master.
in
interest
in
the
pumping
meeting was full of enthusiasm. west will lead to keen competition for HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
at
Fully sixty voters were present
Secretary.
a Republican meeting held last night this cup.
Irving Howbert of Colorado Springs,
SeTecolote.
B. P. O. E.
at
Nepomuceno
is offering a handsome cup for the
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O.
gura, candidate for delegate to the
holds its regular session on the se
constitutional convention, was the second prize for pumping machinery.
Ranch and Range, one of the fore- ond
and fourth
of each
principal speaker. Lorenzo Delgado, most
agricultural papers of the west, month. Visiting Wednesday
A. A. Sena and Serafin Baca also adbrothers are invited
offers
a
handsome
for
the best and welcome.
cup
A. J. FISCHER,
dressed the meeting. Following the
exhibit of farm machinery.
J. D. SENA,
Exaltefi Ruler.
speaking the people present enjoyed
United States Senator Simon Guga dance." Las Vegas Optic.
Secretary.
offers
a
beautiful
silver
genheim
cup
for the best exhibit of fruit, national
Knights of Pythias.
hfcCOGNITION OF WORK OF
in its scope.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights of
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.
F. J. Burch & Company of Pueblo, Pythias. Regular
1st and 3d
offer for the second fruit prize, a Tuesdays in monthmeeting
at 8 o'clock in I.
Board of Regents of the Museum of handsome trophy.
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St, VisitNew Mexico Adopts Resolutions
The Shafroth trophy, by the gov- ing Knight's Invited to attend.
of Heartfelt Thanks.
ernor of Colorado, will be offered for
AUGUST REINGARDT C C
September 1, 1910. the best exhibit of grain and forage JOHN K. STAUFFKR, K. R. 8
To The Archaeological
alfalfa, of
Society of plants. This includes
New Mexico Santa Fe New Mex- course.
ROUND TRIP
The National
ico:
Irrigation Journal CHEAP
At the annual meeting of the board trophy will be offered for the best exof regents of the Museum of New hibit of potatoes and vegetables.
RATES
.
J. K. Mullen, owner of many large
Mexico, held at the excavation headquarters in the Rlto de los Frijoles, mills in Colorado, Is offering a prize
TO ALL POINTS VIA
mm
August 27, 1910, the question of the of $50 In gold for the best exhibit of
relations between our institution and wheat grown in Colorado.
inn Hi DTttitnl
the Archaeological Society of New
lbU
0
Mexico, was brought to our attention. NEW YORK SENDS
MEXICO.
WIZARDS
TO
From the inception of the Museum of
Effective June 2nd. 1910
Mexico City, Sept. 1. The steamer
New Mexico, your society has been an
enthusiastic and efficiently. We re- "Esperanza" which sailed from New ATLANTIC CITY
$74.05
call with grateful appreciation, the York for Vera Cruz a few days ago,
ASBURY
and
Franco
is
PARK
the
Rigo
efforts made by your organization to
bringing
$73.70
bring about the location of the School chiefs of electricity and machinery of BOSTON
$77.95
and Museum of Archaeology In Santa the Metropolitan opera house of New
Fe, your untiring and successful ef- York, including J. Flynn and N. Fish- CHICAGO
$50.35
forts to bring about the necessary er, to Mexico.
These men are coming for the pur- DETROIT
legislation for its establishment, and
$60.35
pose of placing in the Arbou theater
the constant and unselfish
the magnificent scenery and
here
HOT
SPRINGS
$44.60
that you have afforded since the
to be used here during the
work of the Institution was Inaugurat.
grand opera season that is to form KANSAS CITY
$35.35
ed.
The aid you have extended in tlhls next month one of the chief features ST LOUIS
$44.35
of the Mexican centennial of indeenterprise, has been of the most sub- pendence celebration.
YORK
NEW
stantial character. You raised the
$75.15
Max Rabinoff, impresario 'of New
funds for the field excavations, which
has chartered a special steamer
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party to a duel. Bealjtold Clark my duties and know th.? men with me farm near Carlsbad. They are much
Stopped ln 20 mtnut.
with
it depends upon the caprices of
The people who Dieased with the country and are very
h woud answer that or any will do the same.
judges were under no obligation after
pure with Dr. iS&oop'
condi-Thi- s
Croup Remedy. One
making their return to amplify it it a third person not before the court. charge tney wished to bring against profited most by the wide-opemuch interested in the development of
test will surely prove.
is contended that the writ of manargument Impresses usas sound i,)m , th. mf,rnin at the nroper time tions existing in Mogollon are the tho project at the present time. They i
No vomitiuKi no disIt is and started out of the saloon and loudest in their denunciation of the have about forty acres ln orchard and -- es tt' P
damus might not be invoked to re- and its conclusion unavoidable.
quire them to do what they were not tunuameniai tnat to aumonze tne writ notlcing that clark had a six shooter acta of Beal and Putman and every ef-- something like eighty acres in
must appear that if granted it will ,n
obliged to do without it. But if, as
Wg hand waa yeTy; cautious and fort that has been made by others to
we have seen, the judges still re- be effectual as a remedy and that it backed
towards the dpor. Clark laid preserve peace and order m that camp,
main officers for that purpose, it fol- is within the power of the defend- the
down and Bf.al believed that They are taking extraordinary care to
gun
lows that there was an obligation up- ant, as well as his duty, to do the act
be
the last ot it; however, just 'be active against these men but after
would
on them to remedy tlhe return, if still in question.
of the two Mexican wothe ioor, Clark reached the hold-uupon
reaching
2
n their possession, independent of
Spelling on Injunction and other
hold of a Winchester men and the robbery there was little
MONEY AND METALS.
and
behind
it
got
any order to that effect. Indeed, in Extraordinary Remedies, Sec. 1369, which was hidden there and raised it sorrow or feeling in their affair but
New York, Sept. 2. Call money basket leaves Monday Tuesday
People v. Nordheim, 99 111. 553, It was 1377.
he could rather the camp was alive with some ll-2per cent; prime mercantile Returns Thursday H,nd Friday.
Such power does not appear from to his shoulder ' but before
held that, the city clerk who had posto Putman jubilant pleasures that night; again, paper
per cent; Mexican dolsession of such returns would be re- this record, but tlhe veiry contrary. If take aim Beal shouted
AGENCY at O. K Barber Shop
was sitting down about 30 steps when Dominguez was killed the sym- - lar A;4mla4 tsetaolflffffitaoiaofflaopo
quired by mandamus to permit such as relator alleges the records were, who
those who lars 44; Amalgamated 63
were
he
few
that
and
intimated
and
Atchithe
saloon
from
pathizers
Mrs.PO. BROViN At-ejudges to amend them, so as to com when the information was filed, so far
up, were willing to lend any aid were the son 97; New York Central 1101-2- ;
ply fully with the law. By this last beyond the power of the respondents was in danger. Putman stepped
Phone No 23 Red
139
Southern Pacific
we do not desire to be considered as that "they have had no opportunity to briskly during which time Clark had better element of citizens of Mog-- Reading
between
went
'which
one
shot
"
fired
same
tho
nr
hnw
win
insnect
election
that
holding
judges should,
after making their returns, be per the granting of the writ give them Beal and Putman and it was then that
mitted at tlheir discretion to withdraw that opportunity? Mandamus does Beal fired.hitting Clark's left arm as
and still holding
them and make new returns. We not confer power or create opportuni- - lt was
can see that in the case of a close ty. It enforces the exercise of an the Winchester and the ball passed
of through Clark's left arm, grazing the
, election
such a course might lead to existing power, the improvement
grave abuses. It will be sufficient to opportunity
already present. This chest and then followed a course pene-vieof the matter constrains us to trating the right shoulder and almost
pass upon cases differing from the
Disorders. Do not risk
Kidney and
Backache,
present one as they reach us and it the view that the writ, was imnrovl- - simultaneously Putman fired one shot
Commence
Diabetes.
today and be welL
will be assumed tnat right minded off- dently- granted, at least insofar as it whicn entered the body of Clark and
having
STRIPLING-BHRROW& CO
icials will, as In the present case, re directs returns not within the power did 'so only after seeing the danger
!
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GROCERY AND BAKERY
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DIAMOND

i

No BETTER FLOUR AT ANY PRICE. WITH

EACH SACK YOU BUY YOU GET A GUESS AT
THE WEIGHT OF THE BIG SACK IN OUR SHOW
WINDOW WHICH WEIGHS BETWEEN 500 AND
1000 POUNDS. THE ONE GUESfcING THE
NEAREST GETS THE BIG SACK ON SEPT. 25th
Try this Hour, we will take it back and cheerfully refund you
money if not entirely satisfactory.

j

KU.

F. ANDREWS

No. 4.

i

LAST WEEK
OF
OUR

V

I

GREAT RAZOR SALE

Owing to the great demand for these Foods which have exceeded our ex
pectations, we have decided through a special request from many who were
unaDieioaitena last weelc's sale, tocontmueourKazor sale toronemore
week. We still have on hand a good assortment of all the leading brands.
Wade & Butcher No. 150
Your Choice
Ben Hur No. 107
Wosttnholm I. X. l No. 1 48 LewU No. 105
Wo.tenholm Pipe No. 149
Brandt No. 100
C each
Blue Steel No. 1 1 7 () worth $2.50
Roger Razor No, 116
Also a few very high priced razors highly polished, and eUbor.
ately finished, to go at hal f price.
53.00 Brandt No.
S3.50 Brandt No. 115, $1.77
81.47
S4.00 Brandt No. 112. $1.87 I $4.50 Brandt No. 110, $2.47
Brandt's Beat No. 119, regular price $5.00, our price $2.97 each
All razors are full hollow ground and set ready for use.
We will also keep on selling for another week the celebrated

is also a southerner and has made
the Elks' tonight.
The moving pictures, too, are very many friends here.
or adExperiment Station at Tucumcari
funny, and all westerners
If the present plans of the chamber
mirers of the west should see how
"Willie" is changed fro ma flannelled of commerce of Tucumcari end well,
fofft into a manly
It is Tucumcari will have a government exexcitingly funny.
periment station. The plan is to turn
over the present territorial station
three miles east of Tucumcari, into
the hands of the federal government,
giving the required lease for a long
term of years. President Foster, head
(Continued From Haaa "Two.)
of the Agricultural College at Las CruSEE HAYWARD'S AD.
ces, in conjunction with the field man
FOR SALE Xew furniture for five of the government, Mr. Cole, has deroomed house, or will sell any part of clared in favor of Tucumcari as a site
it. M. L. Burrows.
for one of the additional stations to
New Line of Fall Goorls just re-- ' be founded by the national governceived. See them. Mrs. Richards.
ment soon.
FOUND Bicycle on Water street,
Court Room is Spick and Span
Owner can get same by paying for The court room looks decidedly spick
and span and Janitor Benito Aland is
this ad at Coronado restaurant,
New
Mexico's
Nightingale Don't the man who has "touched it up."
miss hearing the New Mexico night-- ' The floors have been oiled, and inside
ingale, Miss Frances Hinojos, at' Elks' the railing and around the judge's desk
canvas has been used to cover the
theater next Monday evening.
Carleton Post Meets An important floor and deaden the footfalls of exadmeeting of Carleton Post, G. A. R., cited attorneys. All of the rooms
will be held Monday night, September joining the court room the grand
5.
jury room, the petit jury room and
attorShe Lost Ten Tickets A little girl, the offices of the. judge, district
condition
in
fine
concert
have
been
put
benefit
ney,
selling tickets for the
to the
eye. The
Monday night, has lost ten of them and are pleasing
somewhere in the streets. The finder signs of "smoking prohibited" have
two languages and it
will kindly return to Fischer's drug been posted in
will be
the
is
that
warning
Sloped
them.
store, or at least not use
Morrison's Orchestra Will Be There heeded tomorrow night at the political
room seats 300
Morrison will have his orchestra of meeting. The court
deseven pieces in attendance to help en- persons and the theater chairs are
comfortable.
on
cidedly
concert
Monday
at
the
tertain you,

tf

SELF-HONIN-

!
i
!

i

which are sold and advertised everywhere at $2. Our price 97c each
The Brandt Self .Honing Razor Strop will put a smoother, keener
edge on your razor, with fewer strokes, than any other stron on the
StarJet
Guaranteed never to become bud or glouy. Mail order; filled.
FISCHER DRUG COMPANY,

ft
11

The Rexall Store.

$2.00 Razor Howes 97c.
Mail Order
f'Saa".
M
Filled
"

i

j

j

i

sent human life on the canvas each
night at the Elks. But 'Spilies can
play half a dozen instruments with
Spikes Does Wonders With Curious a cleverness of the professional that
be is. But of all, the organ chimes
Instrument, Silvery, in Look and
'
doubtless would win the prize for 24
Golden in Tones.
karat "golden" tones.
Is there any sound sweeter than
Assisting Spikes was Miss Kerr
that of a silver ue-i- r
If you think who has been studying music at an
there is. or if von think there isn't. arademv in Kansas, and who was also
by all means hear Musician Spike.3 at j' graceful and clever accompanying on
Elks' tonight repeat the Miserere the piano, the chimes and several in- from II Trovatore on the organ chimes struments.
a wonderful and expensive instruSpikes has been here for his health,
ment which made a large audience at havinz toured this country in vaude- t'he Elks theater last night literally viue an(j
having even crossed the
He could
go wild with pleasure.
seas to fill engagements.
Spikes is the piano player who fur- play in vaudeville anywhere, for he
nishes the musical background for the can produce tones that would tame
joyous and the sorrowful, the weird the savage beast. Those who haven't
and the funny, pictures that repre- - heard the chimes will doubtless be at

ORGAN

this advertisement
Assistant Cashier Resigns at Las
Cruces Catarion Aritnjo, who has
Ibeen connected with Bowman's bank
in Las Cruces for a great many years,
has resigned his position as assistant
cashier of the Bowman Bank & Trust

j

RAZOR STROPS

G

evening.
Co.
Furniture
The
a
onlllnz attention in their new ad.
today to fine rugs, mattresses, and
special sale of hand painted dishes.
All housewives will do well to read
Akers-Wagn-

Ill,

BRANDT

CHIMES CHARMED
AUDIENCE AT ELKS.

J

FOR FALL AND
WINTER OF
1910 and 1911

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER

Company.
Miss Genevieve Morrison Will Re-- j
cite Don't fail to be at the Elks'
theater next Monday evening to hear
Miss
trip tinted vnnnsr elocutionist,
She is very
Genevieve Morrison.
ciever.
Junior
chosen
Charles A. Raynolds of Santa Fe, at
present a special agent of the general
iand 0ffiCei and formerly governor of
one 0 the Philippine islands, was
by the
chosen junior
Spanish War Veterans in convention
this week at Denver,
Warranty Deeds A warranty deed
was recorded in the office of the pro-thbate clerk today for the transfer of
as tne
iui
tlhe property known
ranch from Laura H. Miller to Alex
The consideration
C. McCallister.
a
Mr. McCallister is
was ?10,000.
native of Atlanta, Ga., and spent
three years in newspaper work in
Chicago. He is a clever short story
writer but likes ranching better than
literature. Mrs. McCallister, his wife,

ritory of New Mexltio; thence east
along said boundary line to the southeast corner of the territory of New
(Continued From Page Onej
Mexico; thence north along the boundary line between New Mexico and
lows: Beginning on the boundary Texas to the place of beginning. The
line between the state of Texas and reestablishment of the boundaries
the territory of New Mexico where the above indicated will take effect on
first parallel south intersects
the October 1, 1910, and receivers and
west
said
thence
same;
along
parallel registers .of the land offices at Santa
to the range line between ranges 16 Fe are instructed to transact no busiand 17 east; thence north along said ness pertaining to the lands within
range line to the township line be these boundaries after September 30,
tween townships. 2 and 3 north; 1910.
thence west along said township line
to the range line between ranges 8
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
and 9 east; thence south along said
range line to the second standard parConnection made with Automobile
allel south; thence east along said par- line at Vaughn for Roswell. daily.
allel to the range line between ranges Automobile leaves Vaughn tor Ros10 and 11 east; thence south along well at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Rossaid range line to the township line well at 3:30 p. in. Automobile leaves
between townships 12 and 13 south; Roswell for Vanghan at 12:30 a. m.
thence east along said township line and arrives at Vaughn at 6 p. m. The
to the range line between ranges 13 fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
and 14 east; thence south along said is $5.80 and between Torrance and
range line to the boundary line be- Roswell $10. Reserve seats on autotween the state of Texas and the ter- - mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.

I
I

92

The Sisters at tne Sanitarium appreciate the interest shown in the
new building
and proved
by the
crowds at the Adobe Grand. Special
thanks are rendered Messrs. "Wall and
White. The New Mexican
Printing
Company; the First Regiment band;
the Eyles Music Company, and Mr.
Garrett, Mrs. Mechem, Miss Cheshire,
Miss Bishop, The Artega Twins, the
three pretty maids from Cherry Blossom Land; also the Misses Bergere,
Hinojos and Morrison who acted as
ushers. Let the good work continue.

j

'

Home.
We are local representatives of the,

American Ladles' Tailoring Company,
d
Chicago, the famous makers of
to
made
women,
for
garments
Individual measure. We have their
Fashion Portfolio, and all their samples of cloth. Please come to our
man-tailore-

store and see what this service means
to you.

Call us up. We Will have

anything you want from
an A No 1 Roast to a
nice Home Dressed Squab.

'

PHONE HAYWARD'S

TE

1IET

92

FOR FALL

AND

WINTER OF
1910 and 1911

READY
Remarkable Prices

Colored Fashion Plates.
-

This large Portfolio in our store
shows 24 suit styles, 18 skirt styles
and 12 styles of coats all in actual
colors. The styles are the very cream
of the fashions for Fall and Winter
wear. We also show 180 samples of
cloth the finest selections from all
the new weaves. Any garment will be
made to your individual measure In
any cloth you select. An experienced
fitter In our store will take all of your
measurements fifty If necessary. The
fitter also diagrams the facts regarding your figure and style. The Chicago tailors, with these facts before
them, will fit you as perfectly as
though you went to their shop. Not
such fits as women get by mail, from
measurements taken by themselves.
These garments will fit your figure,
style and individuality. They will
d
effects.
give you all the
man-tailore-

Our Own Guarantee

These
garments
cost but little more than one pays for
ready-maded
The
suits
made to your measure run from $13.50
to $45.00. The
skirts run
from $5.50 to $15.00 and the coats
from $7.60 to $25.00. These prices,
remember, are for garments made to
your individual measure, with all the
s.

We guarantee you complete
faction.

man-tailore-

This guarantee

satis-

covers

have

you expect, you
right to refuse
back

effects. The reason Is
that the American ladies' tailors make
a thousand garments where the ordinary tailor makes one. They buy
"their materials direct from the mills
and In enormous lots. Their expert
supervision is distributed over a very
large output. These prices will be
amazing to women who know what
garments, made to measure, usually cost
man-tailore- d

of us

perfect

in this guarantee. It

them to fulfill

it.

it

the

The makers stand

Mr

We will see

that

faction,

for

you get satis
j

Please Coine and See
Come and see this Fashion Port
tt Is a complete education in
style. See the 180 cloths from which
you can choose. P:k out the cloth
and the style that you like best and
see the price that we qoute. If you decide on one of the garments we will
see that you get prompt delivery.
folio,

Is

and for us it enforce

man-tailore- d

910 & 191

fit,

style, workmanship and materials. If
the garment when received is not all

d

Kayser, Director

Each garment will be made under
the personal direction of Monsieur
Kayser, one of the well known men In
his line. The work is all done by
Journeymen tailors. You may he certain, that every garment will have the
touch of perfection.

9

FOR YOUR SUNDAY DINNER

NEW SAMPLES AT THE BIG STORE

The Best of Made to Measure Service Right at

PHONE
92

T

M

6 fo 25c

NOW

M.

1

PHONE

e

;

2, 1910.

BY GOVERNOR.

Minor City Topics

FLOUR

per sack $1.65 per sack

Ptae

N". 1L

;1

